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EDITORIAL – From the Faculty Editor
This year has been dominated by the COVID and the changes it has wrought on the LSE. Yet the
editorial team has produced the journal without help and with exceptional professionalism. For this
they must be hugely congratulated. They now join the incredible multitude of iSChannel alumni from
these past 15 years who have benefited so much for this journal!
This year I wanted to talk a little about reviewing for the iSChannel. Reviewers are, in some ways,
the unsung heroes of any journal. While it might feel like a burden, reviewing is a wonderful chance
to be forced to critically examine someone’s writing and to make a recommendation. For MISDI and
PhD students it gives a chance to experience what an examiner experiences judging their own work,
and to learn the pitfalls we all make in our writing.
It is not the reviewers job to “decide” whether an article is “good”(accept) or “bad”(reject) – they
can only make recommendations. Editors always decide. They act as peer-reviewers to the writer,
examining and assessing, as equals, the argument and seeking to provide supportive advice which
can develop the work. Reviewers engage with improving articles more than judging them – and in
many ways they become co-authors of the articles they review. The following list provides a checklist
for iSChannel reviews which may be helpful in the future.
• Provide a brief summary of the article – what kind of article is it? What issue does it seek to address?
• Discuss the overall validity of the argument made – does it hold together well? Is it convincing?
• Provide a polite overall judgement briefly setting out strengths and weaknesses as you see them.
Acknowledge where you are unsure and that you only recommend editors make a decision. Write
“I think” rather than “it is”. Make your recommendation (Reject, Major Revision, Minor-Revisions,
Accept-as-is).
• Carefully discuss each section of the article and provide suggestions for improvements for each
part.
• End with a positive comment about the work.
• List minor points or correction which you noted (e.g. spelling errors, referencing errors…) but
which should not affect your recommendation.
Reviews must be polite and never rude. Writers have worked hard on their articles and submitted
their best work. It is disheartening to receive rejection but it is made worse when the reviews do not
politely and clearly explain the failings or make any suggestions for improvement. Reviewers must
also act ethically – if a reviewer feels in any way biased towards an article they should speak with the
editor.
Reviewers should be proud of their important role. They can put reviewing on their CVs. Editors
should also provide reviewers with feedback on their reviews (one sentence or so) that can be used
on the CV. I therefore would like to particularly thank those who reviewed this year: Martin Lamby,
Miriam Trocha, Nicola Ringele, Patrick Kohler-Aranibar, Yiduo Wang
I want to end with a word of thanks. This year’s editorial team – Barbara Nitschke, Christian
Poeschl, Keisuke Idemitsu, Konstantin Mangels, Maximilian Goehmann, Yue (Emma) Feng have
been amazing and worked exceptionally well to deliver this journal. I would also particularly like
to thank Jiao (Joanna) Peng who, as senior editor, has been instrumental in professionally delivering
the iSChannel’s 15th anniversary edition despite the challenges and in leading the team. Together the
whole team delivered it earlier than usual to allow a longer printing and delivery time. Well done!
I very much look forward to the next 15 years of this amazing journal.
Will Venters
Faculty Editor
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EDITORIAL – From the Associate Editor
In its 15th year of publication, the iSChannel again focuses on social aspects of information systems.
The contributions therefore take neither technologically deterministic perspectives nor purely
socially constructive viewpoints, but instead provide socio-technical analyses. This year we have
again received a large number of submissions and are delighted to publish seven excellent papers.
Two articles focus on data privacy. In her highly topical article, Amy Vatcha examines contemporary
forms of digital employee surveillance which in Corona times and massively increased remote work
have gained high importance. Andrei Volkov discusses decentralised identifier systems as a new
technical possibility for individual data control. However, they have to be modified to overcome the
two key challenges of scalability and interoperability.
Three further articles concentrate on big data. In her critical literature review, Lisa Schaefer analyses
big data in smart cities from a bounded technical-rational and a socially embedded viewpoint. The
benefit of increasing cities’ efficiency must be balanced with inherent privacy issues. Sanveer (Sunny)
Rehani analyses how the technical infrastructure of social media platforms advances filter bubbles.
Especially personalisation algorithms favour filter bubbles and thereby amplify opinion polarisation.
Keisuke Idemitsu examines socio-technical problems of mining social media data to create economic
prediction indicators. The author substantiates his analysis on the example of the Japanese government
using Twitter and blog data to predict industrial production.
The three remaining articles centre around socio-technical consequences of datafication developments.
Yiduo Wang describes in her critical literature review how the abundance of automatically collected
big data has triggered an epistemic change within research theory generation. Jiao (Joanna) Peng
summarises two opposing theories on business-technology alignment, namely rationally planned
and improvised alignments. Christian Poeschl analyses how the adoption of a new technology
transforms decision-making processes in the public sector. Based on the novel digital German tax
declaration system Elster, he finds that decision speed and discretionary power are changed and a
more formalised as well as homogeneous decision-making process emerged.
We would like to thank all authors and reviewers for their outstanding contributions for this year’s
15th anniversary edition. Additionally, we would like to thank Will Venters, our faculty editor and the
previous long-term senior editor, Marta Stelmaszak for their support in creating this issue. Covid-19
has considerably changed our studies at LSE and digitised our student community and campus life.
It did not prevent us from jointly creating this issue, though, which we hope will find curious and
kind readers.
Barbara Nitschke
Associate Editor
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Workplace Surveillance Outside the Workplace:
An Analysis of E-Monitoring Remote Employees
Amy Vatcha
MSc Management of Information Systems and Digital Innovation
Department of Management
London School of Economics and Political Science

KEYWORDS

ABSTRACT

Workplace Surveillance
E-Monitoring
Remote Employees
Privacy
Security

In the time of Covid-19, working from home has suddenly become the
norm. This thematic literature review explores the workplace surveillance
landscape for remote workers from an employee perspective. The literature
considered includes information systems journals, management journals,
regulation whitepapers, and technological solutions. This paper discusses the
excessive surveillance that occurs, the technologies that facilitate it, why it
erodes trust with employers, and what tools and frameworks employees can
use to demand privacy. Employee surveillance is no longer confined to the
office space, it is holistic, constant, round the clock monitoring, enabled by
new technologies and lowering costs of existing technologies. I argue that
remote employee acceptance of workplace monitoring solutions depends on
the transparency on data collection from employers, and the exclusive use of
the data for security rather than hiring and firing decisions.

I. Introduction
The presence of workplace surveillance is not a
surprise to employees in white collar roles. In the
context of remote working, the dynamic is unique
because there are no physical boundaries between
work and leisure hours. In this essay, I explore the
specific context of remote working from an employee
perspective, where the living room doubles as
an office. Some employers offer flexible working
accommodations such as working from home, or
working from anywhere including co-working spaces
such as WeWork, or an island in the Mediterranean.
There are blurred boundaries between the home
and office, which is problematic because employee
surveillance extends beyond in-office monitoring
to 24/7 surveillance. The surveillance technology
is “unblinking” and “ever-present” (Nord, 2006).
Employee surveillance is no longer confined to
the office space, it is holistic, constant, round the
clock monitoring, enabled by new technologies and
lowering costs of existing technologies. The flexibility
comes at a price, being the boss of one’s own schedule
literally means that one’s boss can monitor employees
anytime. The goal of employers offering flexibility
is to improve employee-employer relationships, so
excess surveillance would undermine these efforts.
Rather than broadly defining the concept of privacy,
in the context of this paper it would be more
appropriate to define the importance of privacy as
“privacy thus possesses intrinsic value: it is essential
for thinking and acting freely” (Stone-Romero and
Stone, 2007). The Computer Security Institute (CSI)
Corresponding Author
Email Address: vatcha.amy@berkeley.edu
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found that over 75% of companies faced issues
with employees using illegitimate software, online
shopping during work, accessing pornographic
material, using work hours for childcare or napping,
and using their work emails inappropriately (Nord,
2006; Bloomberg, 2020). To detect employees who
are shirking their responsibilities during work hours,
surveillance technology is employed. There is large
scale systematic monitoring using software such as
Spectorsoft, DynaComm, Investigator 2.0, and Silent
Watch (Introna, 2002; Nord, 2006; Nockleby, 2002).
These software solutions solve “an old puzzle made
more complex with new software” (Nord, 2006).
Investigator 2.0 is available for under $100 and sends
summaries of all activities on a given PC, while Silent
Watch even provides the exact typing patterns, so the
technologies are already available at a lower cost than
ever before (Nockleby, 2002). The root of the problem
is the use of intrusive technologies without consent in
private places such as the home of a remote worker. I
argue that in the era of technology, flexible working,
and fluid boundaries between the home and office,
workplace monitoring for business reasons often
extends into one’s personal life leading to all round
employee monitoring. Remote employee acceptance
of workplace monitoring solutions depends on
these factors - transparency on data collection from
employers, clarification of data usage for system
security or for hiring and firing decisions, and the
avenues available for employee privacy concerns to
be heard.
II. Why Excess Employee Surveillance Erodes Trust
What forms of surveillance are used? Which are
considered “excessive”?
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Employers justify carrying out surveillance to
protect company secrets and sensitive confidential
information, protect themselves in case of liability
issues such as discrimination or harassment, prevent
‘time theft’ where employees lie about their hours,
discourage employees from carrying out non workrelated tasks at work, or ‘careless communication’
which can expose the company’s systems to phishing
(Smith and Tabak, 2009). In an organization, there
are various threats to data privacy such as phishing
attacks, system security vulnerabilities, hackers
gaining unauthorized access to the network, but
employees are known to be the weakest link in
organizational data privacy (Pigni et al., 2018; Culnan
et al., 2009). For example, in the Target data breach in
2013, the initial access to the system was granted by an
unsuspecting employee, the aftermath of which cost
the company upwards of $18 million and a lifetime
of irreparable public relations damage (Pigni et al.,
2018). Moreover, today’s labor market is evolving
for the gig economy, with new employee categories
such as independent contractors and outsourcing
becoming increasingly common. Contractors are
not bound by the same non-disclosure agreements
as full-time employees are, which adds another
layer of vulnerability to data privacy initiatives.
Besides cybersecurity concerns stemming from
employee negligence, employees can also tarnish
the reputation of their employer if they engage with
inappropriate social media posts even when they are
not at work (Hyman, 2017). Social media posts are
monitored because personal views of an employee
can be tied to the company’s public image. The public
connotation of the data on the platform merges
with the private aspect that is usually hidden from
coworkers. Employers utilize workplace surveillance
to monitor employee honesty while using it as a tool
to prevent employees from engaging in unproductive
and illegal acts at work including extra breaks, and
safety shortcuts (Stone-Romero and Stone, 2007). The
monitoring techniques include using contemporary
technologies such as artificial intelligence, advanced
analytics, mobility data, keystroke logging software,
and social media, but the monitoring is considered
excessive because it occurs round the clock including
in an employee’s personal time.
Why is employee trust necessary for employers?
Employee buy-in is necessary with any investment
in workplace technology because employees would
react negatively if their freedom is threatened or if
the privacy invasion is unfair (Horton, 2020; Parks
et al., 2017). According to an executive at Simply
Communicate workplace consultancy, “tracking
technology without clear well-communicated
mutual benefit for both business and employee
always struggles to get adoption or, worse, may
be inadvertently or deliberately sabotaged by
employees” (Horton, 2020). The necessity of
employee surveillance has been compared to using
security cameras at a bank, “not because of lack
of trust...it’s because it’s imprudent not to do it”
(Bloomberg, 2020). If employees comply with all of
their duties, and companies are transparent with
how they are tracking their employees, the hostility
and pushback against surreptitious surveillance can

give way to a solid trust relationship. As a Bloomberg
article for managers suggested, “if you hired them,
you should trust them” (Bloomberg, 2020). Valuedriven companies aim to protect the interests of
their stakeholders, and employee monitoring is
inconsistent with this message to the company’s most
valuable asset: their staff.
Why does excess surveillance erode trust?
The power dynamic between employers and
employees is incredibly asymmetrical. Employers
are in a position of power through the contracts that
employees sign, the paychecks they are in charge
of, and the terms and conditions of being on the
job. Employees can be constantly monitored, i.e.
“passive surveillance”, rather than actively surveilled
where particular employee’s actions have sparked
the suspicions of the system (TUC, 2017). Passive
surveillance is the prevalent form of employee
monitoring today, involving ‘blanket’ monitoring of
all employees regardless of individual justification
(TUC, 2017). Active surveillance focuses on depth
rather than breadth of surveillance, with particular
individuals being closely monitored (TUC, 2017).
Active surveillance is problematic because it is more
susceptible to human bias. Executives have access
to more confidential information and information
systems than junior employees do. Yet, active
surveillance mechanisms scrutinize junior entrylevel employees at a higher rate than executives are
monitored (TUC, 2017). An e-monitoring solution
called Hubstaff conducts dynamic surveillance
according to job title (Bloomberg, 2020). Companies
need to calculate if the loss of employee morale
created due to surveillance is worth the value that
surveillance brings (Horton, 2020). If employers
trusted their employees, they would measure their
performance output instead of effort input (TUC,
2017). E-monitoring erodes psychological trust where
the perceived risks of the monitoring system cannot
be controlled by the employee so they lack control
over their personal information (Ozdemir et al., 2017).
III. Why Employee Monitoring is Holistically
Intrusive
Surveillance starts before an employee is even
onboarded! The background check is the starting
point for workplace surveillance, before a candidate
has even signed their employment contract.
Background checks previously provided a one-time
snapshot of past crimes, but now in the USA, the FBI’s
RAP BACK program allows employers to receive
continuous information about their employees
and their involvement with petty crime or police
(Kofman, 2017). New technologies enable new kinds
of holistic surveillance techniques, but also bring
down the cost of monitoring. For example, the FBI’s
RAP BACK program only costs an employer $13/
person monitored (Kofman, 2017). Opt-in or opt-out
is not feasible because this kind of surveillance is
mandatory in employment contracts (D’Acquisto et
al., 2015). Candidates in the pipeline also have their
social media accounts parsed.
Employee monitoring is holistically intrusive
because it extends beyond the boundaries of work-
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related surveillance. In the case of remote working,
the forms of surveillance include computer log on
and off times, location tracking of work phones and
laptops, search history typing speed, keystrokes
(including passwords), call logs, instant messenger
chat response speed, and emails scanned for financial
crime such as insider trading (Jeske et al., 2015; TUC,
2017; Bloomberg, 2020). Arguably, tracking computer
logon and logoff times is parallel to in-office workers
who are tracked by how much time they spend at
work via badge scans (Horton, 2020). Barclays uses
heat sensors and motion detection to track employee
presence, but claims that this information is collected
to optimize office space and floor layout (Horton,
2020). Office desktop monitoring is not a new
phenomenon, but it “seems a violation of privacy to a
lot of workers when they’re required to have software
on their computers that tracks their every move in
their own homes’’ (Bloomberg, 2020). According
to Gartner, employee monitoring will occur in 80%
of companies by 2021 (Horton, 2020). Covid-19 has
made e-monitoring software solutions popular such
as InterGuard, Time Doctor, Teramind, VeriClock,
innerActive, ActivTrak, and Hubstaff (Bloomberg,
2020). A software called Sneek takes pictures of an
employee every five minutes via webcam to check
if they are at work, and companies have access to a
“wall of faces’’ to monitor them at a glance (Holmes,
2020). These technological solutions can be used
outside of standard working hours (Horton, 2020).
The judgements from after-hour monitoring can leak
into workplace compensation decisions (TUC, 2017).
The chart below ranks the forms of surveillance
according to employee unacceptability (TUC, 2017).
Lack of Transparency around Data Collection
Methods
Remote employees can be monitored by their

6

internet use, social media posts, audio from their
work laptops, phone calls, mobility data from their
work phone, every email that flows through their
work email account, every file saved on a work
computer, and every keystroke typed (Ball, 2010;
Bowcott and Rawlinson, 2017). If an employee turns
off their company issued mobile phone to disconnect
from work on the weekend, their offline status
can be detected. New technologies are enabling
e-surveillance and employers are “harnessing the
emergence of Big Data, the Internet of Things, and
artificial intelligence in the workplace” (A. K. Agarwal,
Gans, and Goldfarb, 2017). This data is being used;
however, employees have no insight into what data
is being collected, how it is used, whether the data is
used in promotions or terminations, whether the data
can lead to discrimination, and what happens to one’s
data after termination. Employers do not disclose
these details because they do not want employees
to beat the system. An innovative solution to drive
transparency in data collection can be achieved with
visual models showing where the data goes and what
automated decision making is used for (D’Acquisto
et al., 2015).
Functional Creep in Employee Data Usage
‘Functional creep’ occurs when more information
than the necessary minimum is being monitored (Ball,
2010; Kofman, 2017). Storing and harnessing data from
many sources is cheaper and easier than it ever has
been. Although employee data can be used in firing
decisions, it is unclear whether the data is deleted and
erased if an employee voluntarily terminates their
job. Employees tend not to be told what information
is monitored so they cannot tailor their actions and
do not know if they are on the watchlist or not (Jeske
et al., 2015). Employers claim that employees are
monitored to ensure the security of the company’s
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systems, but functional creep occurs when these same
data points are used to measure performance through
speed and correctness of work (Jeske et al., 2015; TUC,
2017; Kofman, 2017; Ball, 2010). E-monitoring warps
the incentive of employees to complete their work
with full accuracy and “doesn’t take into account
the realities of the job” (TUC, 2017). E-monitoring is
a ‘blunt tool’ for performance measurement because
tracking time needed to complete a task might not
reward the employee for doing a thorough job (TUC,
2017).
Mission Creep
‘Mission creep’ is where employee data can be
used for alternate uses than the existing data was
collected for, for example used in a discriminatory
manner (Kofman, 2017; Ball, 2010). The justification
is that data has already been collected and is readily
available, even if not used for its original intended
purpose (Kofman, 2017; Ball, 2010). If data is already
collected and stored, it can easily be put to other
uses and abused. Given that the employees have no
visibility into the surveillance process, they do not
know if their employer has crossed the boundary of
acceptable use. Ideally, organizations should control
who has access to employee data, the form of access
controls, what access an immediate manager has,
and whether HR can access one’s information for
hiring and firing decisions (D’Acquisto et al., 2015).
In reality, these information points are not shared
and employees fear retaliation if they were to ask.
Another example of mission creep is that managers
are notified if one of their employees seems to be
looking for their next job based on their search history
or documents downloaded (Kofman, 2017; Ball, 2010,
Bloomberg, 2020). The dark side of mission creep
occurs when employers sift through employee data
to find a reason to fire an employee and “find the one
mistake you made if they wanted” (Kofman, 2017;
Ball, 2010; TUC, 2017). This is a departure from the
primary purpose of workplace data collection for the
goal of systems security and performance monitoring.
IV. How Employees Demand Privacy
What aspects of surveillance need to be transparent?
Employers tend to not share insight into what data
is collected because that can give employees the
information needed to work around the system.
Consequently, employees have no idea what the
collected data is being used for. Employment
agreements often require employees to waive their
right to workplace privacy by allowing routine
collection of information. Routine information
collection is more invasive than circumstantial
investigation, because the latter would require a
special justification as to why a particular employee
was singled out to be closely monitored, whereas
routine data collection involves all employees at all
times (Wicker, 2011). Wicker (2011) studied the effects
of active versus passive surveillance, also termed as
comprehensive versus random monitoring (Wicker,
2011; Chen et al., 2007). Active surveillance profiles
certain categories of people through a pre-selection
where the user is unaware and cannot explain their
side of the story, while passive surveillance limits

employees from experimenting for fear of triggering
the suspicion of the system (Wicker, 2011). The
cost of data collection and storage is exponentially
reducing over time. Therefore, employers are easily
able to collect more information than ever before.
Employee data mining is problematic because it
represents the power that the organization has over
each employee, furthering the existing “asymmetry
of power” (Introna, 2002). Traditional principles
such as anonymization cannot solve this problem
because the very premise of employee monitoring is
to track which employees do not cover their fair share
of work. Decentralized repositories for data from
disparate sources are recommended (D’Acquisto et
al., 2015). If employees were given insight into how
the surveillance is carried out, they could use that
information to endorse their current capabilities as
high-performing employees.
Trade Unions
According to the Trades Union Congress (TUC),
new forms of surveillance should be implemented
in the workplace only after informing trade unions
who have a fundamental right to be involved in the
decision-making process (TUC, 2017). Long-Bailey
from the Labor Party in the UK strives to minimize
the always-on working habits by allowing employees
to pause from their work emails after hours (Topping,
2020). She supports a short-term and long-term plan
for up to 5 years which was outlined in a manifesto
to drive collective bargaining and protect mental
health (Topping, 2020). Some middle managers
are tempted to embrace surveillance to monitor
their employees, but then realize that their senior
leadership is using the same technology to scrutinize
them, so both front line employees and middle level
managers are supportive of trade unions solving
this problem. Hosting regular catch-up meetings for
employees and their managers is a low-tech solution
suggested by trade union representatives to solve
the problem of assessing productivity, but makes
it harder for managers to complete their own daily
workload if they are constantly checking in with
large teams (Bloomberg, 2020). Trade union reps also
suggest a more regimented structure of work hours
to be applied to surveillance such as only monitoring
from 9-5pm, but that does not completely solve the
problem of Orwellian surveillance and ignores the
flexibility that remote workers possess. Introna
(2000) argues for “organizational justice” in the era
of a “pervasive net of surveillance” (Introna, 2000).
Similarly, Chen et. al (2007) argue for “procedural
and distributive justice” for employees (Chen et al.,
2007). Justice includes the right for employees to use
their personal social media sites to campaign about
a union-supported cause (TUC, 2017). Trade unions
approach justice by searching for solutions that allow
remote employees to help their managers understand
their ability to work independently without excessive
monitoring (Bloomberg, 2020).
Regulations
Companies have been encouraged to consider
ethical data collection to maintain trust with their
employees, but they have continued implementing
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excessive e-monitoring. Regulations are needed to
enforce a baseline status quo. Over 65% of workers
are concerned about discrimination stemming from
unregulated surveillance (TUC, 2017). Surveillance
for legitimate reasons such as system security is
necessary (TUC, 2017). Regulations can enforce
that only necessary data points are being collected,
so employees can be assured that their interests are
safeguarded by institutional means (TUC, 2017).
Successful regulations are timeless to account for
the dynamic technology environment, which is why
they aim to be neutral to the particular technologies
(Whitley, 2020). However, the Employment Practices
Code can and should be up to date with emerging
surveillance technologies (TUC, 2017). Budd
and Colvin (2008) propose three indicators that
allow employees to resolve trust issues around
e-monitoring. These include efficiency of company
resources, equality and anti-discrimination, and
democratic decision-making processes. Regulations
can serve as a vehicle to educate employees about
their rights. Employee data only represents a part of
their whole context, but employees need not justify
their lives outside work, termed the “right to a private
life” (TUC, 2017). Empowered remote employees
prefer regulation that mandates information about
e-monitoring initiatives before they are introduced,
with a justification for their introduction, and a
mandate that after-hours monitoring is illegal (TUC,
2017).
V. Framework to Access if Surveillance is Excessive
This paper has established that although employees
resent and resist employee monitoring, employers do
have justified business needs for a certain spectrum
of surveillance. Now, I explore a framework to ensure
that reasonable employee privacy is considered. The
notion of contextual integrity is key to making this
distinction (Brey, 2005). Work meetings over video
conferencing software are not usually considered
private from an employer but sustained intense
surveillance of personal phone calls without a
justified business need and without prior consent
can be considered “prima facie violations of privacy”
(ibid.). To determine if surveillance is excessive, both
the context and the level of accountability need to be
considered (ibid.). The contents of personal phone
calls should not be monitored, even on work hours,
because these moments are generally considered
private outside the office environment, and thus
should remain private even inside the remote office
environment (ibid.). The hallmark of excessive
surveillance is lack of control over one’s personal
situation. Control can be violated physically by
monitoring movements, psychologically by a software
snooping through confidential conversations, or if the
employees cannot control the level of surveillance.
These findings can be classified into an overall
“operationalized notion of privacy” (Brey, 2005).
The current state of affairs in the regulatory
landscape at the US state level includes a California
law that aims to “protect its citizens against privacy
infringement of any nature...employers digging into
employees’ privacy after working hours violate these
rights and might be accused in a court of law for
8

privacy infringement” (Genova, 2009). Connecticut
requires sharing info about e-monitoring, but that is
the only state with such a law (Nockleby, 2002). At a
federal level, the Fourth Amendment is only for the
government as an employer, so corporations have
no obligation (Nockleby, 2002). For non-government
employers, the Electronic Communications Privacy
Act (ECPA) still does not cover employees because
they accept the terms and conditions of using their
employer’s system (Nockleby, 2002). In the EU, GDPR
covers employee data and requires Data Protection
Impact Assessments (DPIAs) (ICO, 2018).
The Information Commissioner’s Office has a Code
for Employment Practices that recommends including
the justification for surveillance, understanding
its psychological reactions on workers, finding the
least privacy invasive mechanism for monitoring,
providing transparency on how data will be applied
in decisions, and not using surveillance data for other
undisclosed reasons such as performance bonuses
(TUC, 2017). As the European Court of Human Rights
rightly says “private life is a broad concept that does
not stop at the door of the workplace” (TUC, 2017).
Therefore, invasive monitoring of private social
media data or personal email accounts would need
to be adequately justified, and business intelligence
systems should not be permitted to make automated
hiring and firing decisions based on employee data
points (TUC, 2017).
VI. Conclusion
The current Covid-19 global pandemic demonstrates
that remote working has gained a lot of traction and
is here to stay. Workplace surveillance is another
layer atop the already delicate relationship between
a manager and an employee. Flexible working is
a gray area without any hard and fast boundaries
between home and work. Remote working is highly
desirable for employees who would otherwise have
a long commute, need to relocate, or have other
parallel priorities such as caring for a dependent
or child at home. Remote working is extremely
desirable but involves sacrificing personal privacy to
endure 24/7 employee monitoring as the cost of this
freedom. The dark side of remote working is that
employees are excessively monitored in the name of
security of company-confidential information, but
the data collected can be repurposed for electronic
performance monitoring (EPM) (Jeske et al., 2015).
The system is imbalanced in terms of power because
employees are punished from their monitored data,
but not rewarded. A recommended solution is using
performance rewards as an incentive mechanism to
drive employee acceptance of monitoring technology
so both employers and employees can reap the
benefits of surveillance data together (ibid.).
Bhave et al. (2020) term this “emerging entanglement
of privacy contexts” (ibid.) where data privacy
and physical privacy in the office are intertwined.
The double-edged sword of remote working is
that the same technological solutions that allow
remote working also enable employee monitoring.
The literature suggests possible solutions from
the employer’s end such as blocking access to
inappropriate websites on work laptops, co-creating
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employee monitoring systems with the perspective
of employees designed into the system, and from the
employee’s end by encouraging end-to-end email
encryption (Nockleby, 2002). I argue that remote
employee acceptance of surveillance depends on the
following factors - transparency on data collection
from employers, clarification of data usage for system
security or for hiring and firing decisions, and the
avenues available for employee privacy concerns to
be heard.
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With data breaches becoming an increasingly prominent topic within
society, businesses have begun directing resources towards enhanced
security systems, while governments have seemingly attempted to grant
individuals more rights over their personal data. With the development of
new data management systems, organizations have the opportunity to create
technologies that enhance and not endanger the privacy of data owners (Nyst
et al., 2016). This paper discusses the concept of a decentralized identifier
(DID) system, which shifts the control of personal data from centralized
entities to the identity owners themselves. It places a focus on user data
privacy by leveraging distributed ledger technology. Although a DID system
presents numerous opportunities for data protection, it must first overcome
a number of obstacles before replacing its centralized counterpart. This
paper addresses two key challenges that DID systems face: scalability and
interoperability. The proposed solutions to the scalability challenge include
the implementation of a second layer protocol atop the distributed ledger as
well as a simplified user experience provided by a digital wallet application.
Meanwhile, the key strategies for addressing the interoperability challenge
include the use of a Universal Resolver, integration of distributed ledgers,
and facilitation of compatible digital wallets and identity hubs. By addressing
these challenges through collaborative efforts, developers may be one step
closer to granting everyone control over their personal data.

Introduction
As our daily lives are now practically inseparable
from the Internet, our identities have also rapidly
shifted from the physical to the online space, forming
digital identities. Typically, digital identities are
stored and managed by centralized institutions. One
of the key reasons for the use of centralized systems
is that users give up some control of their personal
data for the services that a centralized platform
provides in exchange. As a result, the user can enjoy
the platform’s features in a cost and time-efficient
manner, not having to worry about the security
of her data as the company presumably promises
state-of-the-art protection.
Recently, however, such a system has demonstrated
several drawbacks concerning user privacy and
security. The breach of Equifax, a credit-rating
agency, exposed personal details of 147 million
users, including their social security numbers,
home addresses, credit card details, and driver’s IDs
(EPIC.org, 2019). The Cambridge Analytica scandal
unveiled how the political consultancy utilized
personal data of 87 million Facebook users who
trusted the social network with their information
Corresponding Author
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(Confessore, 2018). Besides the security concerns
with regards to hackers, users also relinquish their
privacy to websites, which monetize personal data
through third party targeted advertisements.
Due to the security concerns of existing digital
platforms, new and improved systems must orient
themselves around user data privacy. Technology
can provide mechanisms that would protect an
individual’s identity, restrict access to unwarranted
parties, and verify the validity of an identity to
authorized parties, all while maintaining the identity
owner’s data private. One promising technology in
the field of digital identity management is blockchain.
In contrast to the existing centralized authorities,
blockchain embraces a decentralized approach to
data management. Instead of concentrating all the
power in the hands of governments and commercial
entities, blockchain offers users sovereignty over
their own digital identities.
As the concept of decentralized identity management
has gained much attention in recent years, with
a number of projects currently going through
development stages, it is necessary to address not
only the opportunities that the technology presents
but also the challenges that companies will face
as they continue building and expanding their
decentralized systems.
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This paper aims to advance the understanding of
decentralized identity management by conducting
a literature review of the challenges that the
technology faces, while also imparting a set of
potential solutions to address said challenges. Since
the topic of decentralized identity management is
nascent, the literature review will rely on primary
sources in addition to available scholarly research.
The primary sources comprise of white papers, blog
entries from decentralized platform developers on
GitHub, posts on community websites DIF and W3C,
as well as individual developers’ blogs and their
companies’ blog entries. To extend the findings of
the literature review, the proposed solutions will be
grounded via a case study through an examination
of Microsoft’s decentralized system, ION.
Current State of Decentralized Identity Systems
Digital Identities
An individual’s digital identity is formed from a
myriad of information that any given user provides
to gain access to certain websites and services online.
Since there are many interpretations of the concept,
it is essential to define what a digital identity
consists of. Nyst et al. (2016) argue that a digital
identity consists of three factors: identification,
authentication, and authorization. Identification
covers the establishment of information about
a user, which could include official documents
provided by the individual (passports, SSNs) or an
aggregate of data generated by the user through her
use of online services (ibid, p. 8). Authentication
addresses the assertion of the information provided
in the identification step and usually requires
authentication credentials (ibid, p. 9). Lastly,
authorization determines which operations are
granted to a user based on their identification and
authentication (ibid, p. 9). Therefore, digital identity
consists of all three requirements existing in a digital
form.
Self-Sovereign Identity
As a result of the security and privacy concerns in
centralized systems, researchers have called for
a more user-centric approach to digital identity
management. One such approach, self-sovereign
identity (SSI), proposes a model where a user has
complete control and ownership of her data, without
having to rely on a centralized authority. The
key requirements of an SSI include (1) user’s total
control of own data; (2) authentication, security, and
privacy are provided by the system, with no need
for a centralized entity; (3) complete portability of
the data as required by the user; (4) transparency
of changes to the data provided by the system
(Abraham, 2017).
Decentralized Identifiers
Consequently, SSI has led to the conception of
DID. DID is an identification system that assigns
a “standard, cryptographically verifiable, globally
unique and permanent identity” (Aydar et al.,
2019) to a user, granting full control of the data to
the identity owner and eliminating the need for

a centralized authority. It operates through an
association to an asymmetric key (a combination of
a public and private key). Private keys, which are
only seen and known by the identity owner, are
associated with public keys, which can be seen by
anyone with whom the identity owner interacts
with. Thus, a user can verify her identity via DIDs to
other users in the system, as well as receive and send
any documents, without revealing any information
about herself (ibid, p. 10). Such a system creates an
environment of credibility, security, and privacy
while also providing complete control of personal
data to the identity owner. Yet, in order for a system
of DIDs to exist, a distributed ledger technology, or
blockchain, is required.
Blockchain for Digital Identity Management
Distributed ledger technology brings much promise
to achieving a genuinely decentralized identity
management system. Blockchain has several assets
that make it ideal for a DID and satisfy the four
aforementioned requirements of an SSI. First, as
blockchain is distributed by its nature, it cannot be
controlled by a centralized authority, granting full
control of data to the user. Second, blockchain’s
“public-key cryptography and hashing” mechanism
provides authentication of the identity holder while
keeping her data private; the distributed ledger also
prevents the possibility of a “single point of failure
and denial of service attacks,” providing security to
the identity holder (ibid, p. 6). Third, the distributed
ledger technology also accounts for the portability
of data between various users/entities in the system.
Finally, blockchain’s immutability and transparency
are crucial to spotting any changes to the data in the
system.
Hence, a decentralized digital identity is at the core
of blockchain, making the technology appealing for
the creation of a DID system.
Digital Identity Management
It is useful to illustrate a possible scenario of how
a blockchain-based DID system could operate, as
exhibited by Microsoft in Figure 1 (Microsoft, 2018).
Irina, a recent university graduate, wants proof of
her degree to demonstrate it to future employers.
The university provides her with a DID-signed
diploma, which Irina then saves in her identity hub.
This signifies that the university, a credential issuer,
has authenticated Irina and verified her diploma, a
credential, via a digital signature (Aydar et al., 2019).
Now, Irina can grant partial access to her diploma to
a potential employer, a verifier, via her digital wallet
app, a user agent. The employer can then confirm
the validity of the degree issued by the credential
provider.
Such a system presents numerous benefits for all
parties involved. Irina no longer has to reach out
to the university every time a potential employer
requests proof of her degree, which saves time and
money, as some universities request additional
payments for such a service in the current centralized
system. More importantly, Irina now has control
over her own degree and job applications, without
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Figure 1: DID University Degree Example (Microsoft, 2018)
having to rely on her university. Furthermore, the
university can no longer track what type of employer
is checking the degree, which Irina may want to keep
private. The university also benefits from time and
cost-savings as it is no longer required to confirm
the proof of degree for every student’s potential
employer request. The same could be said about the
employer.
This simple case of a DID system could be expanded
into a multitude of digital interactions that users
may have. To enhance her own security and privacy,
an identity owner could create multiple DIDs for
all the possible interactions that she may have with
other identity owners or institutions. Hence, if one
DID is compromised, it does not affect other DIDs,
keeping the user’s identity and data protected
(Aydar et al., 2019). Initially, each DID is an empty
identity as it is not authenticated by any credential
issuer; however, over time, DIDs gain credibility
as more trusted parties assert the identity and
information associated with the DID through a
process of attestation (Microsoft, 2018). As a result,
one could “require standard and verifiable claims
from multiple trust providers before engaging in
identity interactions and sensitive disclosures” (ibid,
p. 15). Thus, the system also provides a level of trust
amongst identity owners.

transactions/sec, which is minuscule compared to
the average 2,000 transactions/sec of a centralized
platform such as Visa, which at times achieves a rate
of 56,000 transactions/sec (ibid, p. 1). This challenge
becomes particularly relevant when projects such
as Microsoft’s ION set ambitious goals of providing
a DID to 7.5 billion people (Microsoft, 2018).
Without achieving at least parity with centralized
systems, proponents of DIDs may find it difficult to
convince the average consumer to switch over to a
decentralized platform.
User adoption, therefore, is also a vital component
of the scalability challenge. Besides the deterring
slow transaction speeds of blockchain, the average
user will also be reluctant to use DIDs due to the
seemingly complex concept of the technology.
Since a DID would primarily serve as a privacy and
security solution, it is worth examining the current
state of security maintenance by average users.
According to an analysis of password breaches
conducted in the UK, 55% of adults re-use the same
password across multiple websites (NCSC, 2019).
Hence, proposing DIDs to the average identity
owner would be challenging, particularly if the DID
platform’s user experience is more complicated than
a centralized system’s process of creating a username
and password.

Challenges Facing DID Systems

Interoperability

Scalability

Similar to scalability, interoperability is a common
challenge across distributed ledgers, meaning
DID systems will have to address the problem as
well. The issue stems from the fact that seemingly
identical distributed ledgers may have varying
“security, integrity, and usability considerations”
(Lesavre et al., 2020, p. 35), leading to difficulties
in interactions across ledgers. Currently, the
repository service GitHub contains over 6,500
blockchain-related projects, which utilize differing
specifications,
consensus
mechanisms,
and
programming languages (Deloitte, 2018). Such a
multitude of projects leads to a complex integration
process amongst them. Furthermore, a research

The issue of scalability is one of the most frequently
cited challenges for blockchain, and distributed
ledgers for DIDs are no exception. The challenge is
two-fold as there are both technological and user
adoption concerns. From a technological perspective,
scalability can be interpreted as blockchain’s
ability to maintain its processing capabilities while
expanding the network (Hileman and Rauchs, 2017).
As the Bitcoin network grew, the time between the
initiation of a transaction and its addition to the
block extended to 10 minutes (Croman et al., 2016).
Such a delay diminishes the throughput rate to 7
12
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study carried out by Hileman and Rauchs (2017)
demonstrated that “only 25% of distributed ledger
networks are interoperable with other distributed
ledger networks and applications” (p. 74).
Thus, as it is highly unlikely that all users would
utilize a single DID system, the question of
interoperability becomes critical. A DID system’s
limited capability to only operate within the confines
of its own distributed ledger would also drive down
the user adoption rate.
Addressing DID Challenges

scalability. As seen in the SideTree protocol as well
as other proposed DID systems (Aydar et al., 2019;
Goodell and Aste, 2019), no personal data should be
kept on the blockchain itself, even in an encrypted
state. Not only is this vital for the security and privacy
aspects of DID networks, but it also greatly benefits
the system’s scalability efforts. A second layer
protocol makes this possible as no DID data has to
overload the distributed ledger itself. Instead, only a
reference or consent proof of said data is anchored to
the blockchain. By utilizing a second layer protocol
in this manner, ION is able to offload the operational

Scalability Solutions
Second Layer Protocol
Blockchain’s slow throughput rate, as seen with
Bitcoin transactions, is predominantly attributed
to the block size and the block generation time
(Croman, 2016). To amend this issue, the Bitcoin
community has frequently proposed to increase
the size of the blocks. DID research, however, has
shifted the issue away from merely focusing on the
block sizes and instead proposes for DID systems
to operate on a blockchain as well as an additional
protocol on top, the second layer protocol (Lesavre
et al., 2020). The belief is that such a network would
transfer transactions and operations away from the
blockchain layer, alleviating the processing power,
and providing more opportunities for scaling up
(ibid).
An example of such a network is Microsoft’s ION, a
public and permissionless DID system which utilizes
a second layer protocol called SideTree built atop
of the Bitcoin blockchain (Simons, 2018). SideTree
accelerates the throughput rate by bundling DID
operations together into batches, instead of adding
them individually onto the blockchain (ibid).
SideTree’s nodes process batches by adhering
to predetermined rules that “enable them to
independently arrive at the correct decentralized
public key infrastructure state” (Buchner, 2020).
Furthermore, SideTree nodes provide endpoints
to carry out specific tasks, such as “create, resolve,
update, recover, and deactivate,” pertaining to
DID documents (Tsai et al., 2020). The SideTree
layer only utilizes the underlying blockchain’s
consensus mechanism to serialize the DID batches
in a sequential and consistent manner (Buchner,
2020). Since SideTree does not require additional
consensus mechanisms, it addresses the issue of
small block sizes, as it is not encumbered by the
underlying blockchain’s limited transaction rate.
After the protocol consolidates multiple operations
into batches, it places the files in a distributed
content-addressed storage, as seen in Figure 2 (Tsai
et al., 2020). The only thing that is actually anchored
to the blockchain itself is a reference to the batches
(ibid). The batch data itself is stored as one. As nodes
operate simultaneously while processing batches
of DIDs, SideTree can run tens of thousands of
operations per second (Simons, 2019).
The question of what is actually stored on the
blockchain is also quite pertinent in matters of

Figure 2: SideTree Protocol Architecture (Tsai et al.,
2020)
burden from the underlying blockchain. As a result,
the number of DID operations being processed at
once increases drastically, expanding the overall
capacity of the network. Thus, Microsoft’s use of
SideTree as the second layer protocol is an essential
step towards achieving a truly scalable DID solution.
Digital Identity Wallet For Improved User Experience
In order to reach a large user base, a DID system
not only has to achieve scalability via its technical
specifications, but it also needs to present a flawless
customer-facing solution. In its current state, a DID
solution will fail to go beyond the ‘innovators’ phase
of the Technology Adoption Cycle (Karlsson, 1988)
as the system will be too complicated for the average
user to understand. Even if the average user may see
the value of privacy and security that a DID system
provides, she will continue utilizing a centralized
system due to its simplicity and familiarity. Thus,
user experience is a vital feature of scalability.
The key to a satisfying user experience lies in a
digital identity wallet, which takes the form of a
phone and desktop application. The wallet serves
as the primary and sole space where a user has to
interact with the DID system. Through the wallet,
a user should have access to her identifiers, private
keys, and credentials, which are all only visible to
her (Lesavre et al., 2020). The app also serves as space
for users to interact with one another. Through the
wallet, users send authentication requests, trusted
issuers verify users and send credentials, and third
parties can access credentials that are granted by the
users. To simplify experience further, APIs could
be used to trigger particular operations within the
network, which could be easily initiated by a user
scanning a QR code, a function already implemented
by a DID start-up CryptId (Jacobovitz, 2016). Users
should also be able to generate new identifiers
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directly on the app, offline, without having to rely
on a centralized authority to provide it for them
(Lesavre et al., 2020). Such a feature is also beneficial
for scalability since the blockchain would not be
strained with facilitating operations for identifier
generation. To further simplify access to the wallet,
users could be asked to provide biometrics to
sign onto the app, a feature that most smartphone
providers allow.

documents (ibid). As these drivers have a direct
connection to their own distributed ledger’s nodes,
the resulting network is blockchain-agnostic (ibid).
This means that no matter the underlying blockchain
that is used in a particular DID system, be it Sovrin,
Bitcoin, or Ethereum, the Universal Resolver can
process their documents and allow the systems to
communicate with one another, without burdening
them to fetch each other’s technical specifications.

Without a centralized authority, the responsibility
of maintaining private keys falls onto the users. If
a private key is lost or deleted, certain credentials
could be lost forever, as the user does not have
access to the equivalent of a ‘forgotten password’
option since there are no centralized authorities. In
order to prevent this, developers of DID networks
could include mechanisms such as “a custodian
designated by the user, a list of user-appointed
trustees, and time delay mechanisms, in the case of
a private key being deleted” (Lesavre et al., 2020,
p. 18). From this, it is interesting to note that the
growth of the custodian market is inevitable. Just as
with the storage of private keys on cryptocurrency
exchanges, users will seek out custodians with the
rise of DID networks. The DID purists, however,
might argue that relying on custodians defeats the
purpose of a decentralized system since the identity
owner is, once again, relying on a mediator.

With the help of DIF’s Universal Resolver, Microsoft’s
ION will allow the users of its digital wallet app
to look up, authenticate, and request identifiers
from users operating on all other DID systems
(Microsoft,2018). Thus, in a scenario where a trusted
entity sends a credential to a user, the credential’s
associated DID is processed via one of the drivers
registered on the Universal Resolver, which then
fetches the corresponding DID document (ibid). Such
an interoperable system would create an all-around
comprehensive directory of DIDs, allowing users
to send and receive documents regardless of what
DID systems their digital wallets operate on. Thus,
the interoperability feature would also contribute
to DID systems’ scalability efforts, as average users
would be inclined to adopt the technology only if
there was a significant presence of other users and
trusted entities utilizing it.

Microsoft’s ION proposes a digital wallet, referred to
as a User-Agent app (Microsoft, 2018). The purpose
of the app is to “aid in creating DIDs, managing
data and permissions, and signing/validating DIDlinked claims” (ibid, p. 10). ION’s ultimate goal is to
create an app that would be accessible to the average
user to the point where she would not even have to
understand or see the term DID. Hence, DID network
developers should approach their projects with the
same mindset. Only a seamless app experience will
comfort the user in the transition from a traditional
centralized platform to a DID network.
Interoperability Solutions
Universal Resolver
All DID networks have to implement solutions
that would allow users to interact across platforms.
The Universal Resolver, as proposed by the
Decentralized Identity Foundation (DIF) (2020),
is one such solution that would integrate multiple
DID systems via a single resolver of DIDs. Thus,
every DID system must incorporate application
code that would link their own system’s method
for interpreting DID documents to the Universal
Resolver (ibid). By doing so, DID systems would
interact with one another via a ubiquitous interface,
without having to adapt to each other’s application
specifications.
From a technical perspective, the Universal Resolver
is able to read and communicate all types of DID
documents via ‘drivers’ for each identifier class
(Sabadello, 2017). As DIF operates via open-source
platforms, developers continuously contribute their
DID drivers to the network, allowing the Universal
Resolver to comprehend a vast number of DID
14

Integration of Distributed Ledgers
Another worthwhile interoperability solution is the
cross-integration of ledgers. Here, the concept is to
integrate competencies and features of one system
into another. For example, various distributed ledger
providers have integrated Hyperledger Indy’s DID
capabilities into their own systems. Cordenity,
a smart contract created by the Corda Platform,
implemented Hyperledger Indy’s libraries into its
own blockchain (Kopnin et al., 2020). According
to Corda, the reasoning behind this integration
is that “while Corda is best suited for developing
decentralized applications for managing complex
inter-organizational workflows, Indy is the leading
open-source platform for self-sovereign identity”
(ibid). Thus, Corda’s smart contract operations
rely on the credentials and documents that are
authenticated by Indy’s DID system.
Interoperable Digital Wallets & Identity Hubs
Due to various advantages and specializations of
some DID systems over others, users and entities
are likely to use varying digital wallets. To meet
the identity owners’ expectations and improve
their user experience, developers of DID systems
should consider facilitating interoperable digital
wallets. Not only would the interoperable wallets
allow users to manage their own private and
public keys easily, but it would also ease the user
authentication and credential transfer process
for entities operating on differing DID systems.
Developers could use protocols such as BIP-32,
which facilitate the interoperability amongst digital
wallets for cryptocurrency storage and management,
as inspiration for the convergence of DID wallets
(Maxwell et al., 2019).
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Concluding Remarks
The aim of this paper was to further the understanding
of the challenges and opportunities of DID systems
via a literature review supported by a case study.
The review highlights a number of findings
related to decentralized identity management. The
proponents of enhanced security and privacy in the
digital space have to consider ways in which they
could prioritize the interests of identity owners,
granting them control over their personal data. The
development of a network of DID systems is a step
in the right direction. To address the challenges of
scalability and interoperability, as well as numerous
other obstacles, the developers of DID systems
should seek collaborative efforts via open-source
platforms. Additionally, in order to successfully
implement DID networks into our digital ecosystem,
DID advocates must clearly illustrate its advantages
to the identity owners as well as businesses. This
paper explored user adoption from the average
identity owner’s perspective. Hence, future research
could examine the possible solutions to increasing
adoption rates of DID systems from governmental
and business perspectives.
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Population growth, urbanisation and climate change are some of today’s
most significant challenges. Deploying big data and technologies to cities
can potentially mitigate the countless problems faced by society. However,
regardless of the numerous opportunities, concerns are being raised
regarding data biases, privacy and the increase in surveillance. This literature
review aims to assess the existing research on the topic of big data in smart
cities in a critical manner to showcase divergences by scrutinising the topic
from various perspectives. First, arguments underpinned by the bounded
technical-rational view are outlined, including technical possibilities and
best practice examples of smart cities. Attention then turns to socially
embedded assumptions, questioning the overall utility of smart city initiatives.
In conclusion, this review reveals an area for further research to explore:
leveraging big data in smart cities to benefit all stakeholders.

1 Introduction
T Big data in smart cities provokes both utopian
and dystopian rhetoric (Boyd and Crawford, 2012;
Shin and Choi, 2015). On the one hand, an idealistic,
almost hyperbolic, view of big data is being drawn
in the literature. The phenomenon, framed as a
revolutionary technical tool, leverages data for the
generation of novel and unique insights, creating
significant opportunities not only for businesses but
also for public organisations and entire societies (Boyd
and Crawford, 2012; Frith, 2017). Urban researchers
extensively outline the possibilities of big data and
analytics, drawing a utopian world of data-driven,
highly efficient cities (Frith, 2017). On the other hand,
several scholars build on the socio-technical school
of thought and provide a more nuanced view of
big data and smart cities by including political and
societal dimensions. Some even present a dystopian
view on data-driven cities by highlighting various
implications (Kitchin, 2014b; Shin and Choi, 2015).
This review aims to critically assess the current
literature on big data in smart cities to identify
different points of contention regarding the use
of big data in urban environments. Smart cities
are predominantly seen as a holistic concept and a
socio-technical phenomenon (Albino et al., 2015).
This review, therefore, follows the definition by
Bakici et al. (2012) describing a smart city as an
“high-tech intensive and advanced city that connects
people, information and city elements using new
technologies in order to create a sustainable, greener
city, competitive and innovative commerce, and an
increased life quality” (ibid.). To reveal the utopian
and dystopian view of big data in smart cities, the
interests of various stakeholders as well as the
Corresponding Author
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divergences, the topic is scrutinised from multiple
perspectives with their underlying assumptions.
First, the literature underpinned by the bounded
technical-rational view is analysed, including
its engineering and managerial rationality. The
perspectives focus on technological aspects and best
practices. Second, the underlying assumptions and
arguments made by scholars within the literature of
the socially embedded view are examined, including
more reflective and questioning stances (Avgerou,
2019). As few scholars have followed a formaltechnical rational approach to explore the topic of
big data and smart cities, this perspective is only
briefly discussed. Finally, the conclusion summarises
the different perspectives and highlights relevant
research gaps. Because of the interdisciplinarity of
the topic, 21st-century, peer-reviewed articles were
examined not only in the fields of information systems
and management but also in cities, urban technology
and government. To identify relevant papers,
keywords in conjunction with smart cities* such as
big data, Internet of Things, citizen centricity*, social*
and privacy were selected to search the LSE Library
Database, ABI/INFORM Database and Google
Scholar. Articles were classified as relevant if the main
topic was related to big data in smart cities and if one
or more of the perspectives mentioned above were
addressed. For the final selection, research papers not
adding variety were rejected.
2 Bounded technical-rational perspectives
Whereas the formal technical-rational approach
looks for an optimal solution, the bounded technicalrational view accepts satisfactory results due to
various restrictions, such as the limited cognitive
abilities of practitioners, information (un)availability,
uncertainty and complexity (Avgerou, 2019). In
the following section, the underlying assumptions
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within the bounded technical-rational perspective are
examined and contrasted.
2.1 Engineering rationality: Leveraging big data to
build a smart city
The literature within engineering rationality focuses
on the prominent assumption that with sufficient
technology, cities’ efficiency and the citizens’ quality
of life can be enhanced (Stone et al., 2018). The
academic discourse sees information communication
technology (ICT) as a core component and emphasises
the importance of big data in smart cities as it is
seen as a key enabler for data-driven urban projects.
Valuable real-time insights are revealed and provide
endless possibilities (Al Nuaimi et al., 2015; Kitchin,
2014b). The emerging literature characterises big
data as being high in volume, velocity and variety
(Kitchin, 2014b). Scholars enumerate various sources
for big data in cities, including the Internet of Things
(IoT) and data gleaned from surveillance or provided
by citizens. Furthermore, the authors highlight the
necessity to connect and integrate data sources to
enable data analytics and derive valuable insights
(Aguilera et al., 2017; Hashem et al., 2016; Kitchin,
2014b). It is important to note that smart city literature
predominantly focuses on leveraging data generated
by the IoT.
Some of the core notions underlying the academic
discourse on smart cities have changed over the past
decade. Specifically, the integration of IoT data and
other sources was seen as a prominent technological
challenge (Su et al., 2011). However, due to recent
technological advances, platforms and cloudcomputing now offer solutions to overcome the
integration issue (Al Nuaimi et al., 2015; Hashem et
al., 2016; Stone et al., 2018). Some researchers even
draw a futuristic, utopian picture of cities. By coining
the terms ‘instrumental rationality’ (Mattern, 2013)
and ‘solutionism’ (Morozov, 2013), the academics
rather follow a more formal- than bounded-rational
approach. The scholars argue that datafication and
computation enable the seamless monitoring of a city.
In addition, the authors claim that leveraging insights
through data analysis would result in a flawlessly
functioning city, eliminating all inefficiencies
(Mattern, 2013; Morozov, 2013).
However, despite technological advances, most
researchers (Degbelo et al., 2016; Frith, 2017; Kitchin,
2014b) continue to recognise significant challenges,
opposing the picture drawn by Mattern (2013) and
Morozov (2013). Frith (2017) stresses the importance
of formatting and analysing data through algorithms;
otherwise, data will not reveal valuable insights. The
challenge of data management and the harmonisation
of various data formats is also addressed by Al
Nuaimi et al. (2015) and Hashem et al. (2016). Both
researchers claim that advanced algorithms and
enormous computational power, which do not yet
exist, are required to handle the complexity of data.
This view is shared by Kitchin (2014b), who argues
that although algorithms may conduct some data
analysis, many processes still require human analysts,
particularly concerning interpretation. Given
these realities, Frith (2017) notes the importance of

employing educated professionals, equipped with a
sufficient understanding of metadata and database
structure, to undertake these tasks. The author
highlights that little research has been conducted on
how employees interpret data and on which bases
decisions are reached.
In conclusion, the literature outlines the available
technologies and tools to enhance the efficiency and
the quality of life within cities. However, the majority
of academics continue to see technical limitations
and the need for human involvement, supporting
the bounded-rational rather than the formal-rational
view of smart cities.
2.2 Managerial rationality: Deriving at best practices
The literature underpinned by a managerial
view explores practices and principles that can
be followed, defined by rational techniques, to
achieve a desirable objective (Avgerou, 2019). The
literature includes several case studies of smart city
initiatives to derive best practices for city planners,
endeavouring to overcome the technological
challenges. Frameworks and roadmaps are created,
ensuring seamless development and implementation
of smart city initiatives with minimal cost involved.
However, controversies in the academic discourse
arise when scholars criticise best practices developed
by corporations. It is claimed that these ‘smart-cityin-a-box’ solutions fail to prioritise the well-being of
residents, suggesting a need for more citizen-centric
practices (Aguilera et al., 2017; Kitchin, 2014b).
Hereafter, the underlying arguments within the
literature of the managerial rationality are outlined
and contrasted to provide an overview of this
perspective. Several researchers have conducted case
studies of smart city projects, funded by corporations
to frame best practices (Consoli et al., 2017; Cheng et
al., 2015; Lee et al., 2014). Cheng et al. (2015) highlight
that various studies have been performed regarding
the implementation of sensors and data collection.
However, the authors stress the need for flexible data
platforms to leverage connected data. Hence, they
investigated the platform CiDAP in Santander, Spain,
to provide a design example of a data platform. The
platform aims to analyse both historical and real-time
data produced by over 2000 IoT devices within the
city (Braun et al., 2018). Furthermore, best practices
are outlined, including the management of multiple
data sources and the support of data semantics.
Consoli et al. (2017) re-direct the academic discourse
towards the challenge of data integration, offering a
government data model for smart cities. However,
scholars note that the integration of data from
heterogeneous sources remains problematic (Cheng
et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2014).
In contrast, other researchers have taken a more
holistic approach to smart cities, examining them
as entire organisms (Ahlers et al., 2016). From this
perspective, smart city initiatives conducted by
corporations, and partly governments, are criticised
as a top-down approach. While corporations often
focus on their return on investment, the public sector
is driven by increasing cities’ attractiveness and
economic stance, losing sight of the population’s needs
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(Alawadhi et al., 2012; Kitchin, 2014a). Ahlers et al.
(2016) promote the active involvement of inhabitants
within the planning and development process
following a bottom-up approach to understand the
needs of the wider society. Although scholars agree
with the underlying assumption of the importance
of user-centricity, many fail to outline how this can
be achieved (e.g. Ahlers et al., 2016; Gupta, Chauhan,
and Jaiswal, 2019). Aguilera et al. (2017) and Degbelo
et al. (2016) are some of the few scholars filling this
research gap. The authors suggest practices to build
smart cities by combining existing infrastructure and
leveraging citizen-produced data. An open data city
approach is applied, allowing for easy data access
by various stakeholders, therefore serving not only
smart city initiators but society as a whole.
Lastly, it is noted that few scholars have developed
a strategic roadmap and holistic framework for
smart city projects. Al Nuaimi et al. (2015) highlight
that planning a smart city goes beyond standalone
initiatives and projects. It involves the consideration
of social and technological requirements and various
stakeholder needs. The researchers offer a roadmap
and practices to follow when planning a smart city;
however, these remain superficial. In contrast, Lee et
al. (2014) develop a more comprehensive framework
by studying Seoul and San Francisco, considering
both technological and institutional aspects. Overall,
academic consensus shows the need for further case
studies to create effective, holistic best practices for
smart city development (Lee et al. 2014; Scuotto et al.
2016).
3 Socially embedded perspective: Implications for
society
Academics focussing on the socially embedded view
take a more reflective, philosophical perspective
on the broader implications of leveraging data to
connect cities. The potential consequences for society
are evaluated, and occasionally, academics question
smart city movements (Avgerou, 2019; Tierney,
2019). Considering the motivations behind smart
city initiatives, the literature underpinned by the
socially embedded perspective debates the various
consequences and implications for urban residents.
The academic discourse questions the core notion
of smart cities resulting in a higher quality of life.
It is claimed that urban projects, often funded by
multinational corporations, are primarily profitdriven rather than citizen-centric (Braun et al.,
2018; Tierney, 2019). Not only is citizen-centricity
scrutinised, but the literature furthermore highlights
the jeopardy of corporation dependency, with the
risk of a technological lock-in effect and the rise of
companies’ monopolistic power (Hill, 2013; Tierney,
2019). Hill, as cited in Kitchin (2014b), even presents a
dystopian view, contending that deploying corporate
smart city solutions leads to inefficiencies because
the public relies on particular devices and systems.
With rapid technological progress, these devices risk
becoming outdated due to the fact that corporations
in monopolistic positions might not have an incentive
to upgrade their technology. By exemplifying the
phenomenon of monopolies through Sidewalk Lab’s
18

partnership with the City of Toronto, Tierney (2019)
extends the academic discourse. The futuristic picture
of consistently monitored cities drawn by Mattern
(2013) and Morozov (2013), as cited in Kitchin
(2014b), is reflected by Tierney (2019). However,
the author does not draw upon a utopian vision
but instead describes a planned undertaking. The
scholar’s main concern lies with the transformation
of personal and environmental data into an economic
resource by Google’s subsidiary Sidewalk Labs, the
point being that Google aims to monetise the project
through the sale of residents’ personal information to
advertisers. Furthermore, it is feared that data will
be analysed to influence people’s actions to Google’s
benefit. With novel insights about citizens, not only
can Google sell its products more efficiently, but
it can also adjust people’s actions to increase their
service utilisation (Tierney, 2019). The author raises
apprehensions not only regarding the planned
surveillance of citizens and privacy invasions but also
regarding the implications of data analytics and data
biases for society. However, these concerns are not
only addressed in recent literature but have also been
extensively discussed over the past decade (Boyd &
Crawford, 2012; Kitchin, 2014b). Because data and the
revealed insights lack objectivity, scholars stress the
importance of restrictions and regulations regarding
data collection and algorithmic profiling. It is argued
that data biases and automated, data-driven decisions
could lead to disturbing consequences for society,
including discrimination, rising inequality and a
dilution of democracy. The scholars fear that cities
will be regulated by technology and multinational
corporations (Beretta, 2018; Kitchin, 2014b; Tierney,
2019; Van Zoonen, 2016). Furthermore, the academics
highlight reservations regarding the constant
monitoring of cities, describing the danger of
surveillance and a ‘Big Brother society’.
The high significance of these matters is underlined
by the fact that privacy and security concerns are
one of the most contested topics within the socially
embedded perspective (Gupta et al., 2019; Kitchin,
2014b). Van Zoonen (2016) criticises the bounded
technical-rational approaches of smart city solutions,
claiming that residents’ privacy concerns are not
considered. The author argues that, whereas the
collection of impersonal data for service purposes
causes hardly any disquiet, resistance is expected
when personal data are utilised for surveillance
purposes. Meanwhile, Braun et al. (2018) highlight the
necessity to address privacy and security concerns,
claiming that the benefits of smart cities will diminish
if citizens refuse to participate in these initiatives.
However, although several scholars emphasise the
various challenges and concerns smart cities present
for society, the academic discourse lacks solutions and
guidance for public institutions to ensure citizens’
data protection and safety and to preserve democracy.
4 Conclusion
This critical review explored the topic of big data
in smart cities from two main perspectives—the
bounded-technical and the socially embedded
rationales—revealing the main points of contention.
First, the paper outlined the possibilities of leveraging
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big data and technology to create efficient cities,
tackling today’s challenges and improving citizens’
lives. The best practices of various initiatives and
were outlined, partly drawing a utopian view of
cities. Second, the social implications of smart city
projects were examined, highlighting concerns
regarding the delusion of democratic processes,
privacy and security, as well as the rising level of
surveillance, provoking dystopian rhetoric. By
evaluating the different perspectives, the conflicting
aim of balancing the demand for open data and datadriven, connected cities, while maintaining citizens’
privacy and preventing a world of surveillance, is
highlighted. Experts hold opposing views on smart
city initiatives, debating whether these are beneficial
or harmful to society. The recent announcement of
Google’s intention to build a smart city district in
Toronto has intensified the discussion. For example,
whereas Zuboff calls the plans ‘surveillance
capitalism’, urbanist Florida argues that the
Sidewalk Labs initiative could increase Toronto’s
competitiveness and “propel Toronto into the top
ranks of global cities” (Wakefield, 2019).

cities.2017.07.010

Whilst various projects on city transformation
have arisen worldwide, many open questions and
challenges remain. Further, research on the use
of data in cities is required to develop smart city
strategies serving all stakeholder needs, rather than
exclusively accommodating those of multinational
corporations or governments. Moreover, the decisionmaking processes of human interpretation or
automated algorithms related to data biases require
further investigation to ensure a non-discriminatory
and democratic city. Privacy concerns need to be
addressed, including ambiguities in data ownership
and the use of data. Lastly, it is of importance to
further investigate the phenomenon of surveillance,
including its containment within regulations, to
avoid citizens’ resistance to smart city projects.

Gupta, P., Chauhan, S., & Jaiswal, M. P. (2019). Classification
of Smart City Research - a Descriptive Literature Review and
Future Research Agenda. Information Systems Frontiers, 21,
661–685.
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This article investigates how the technical infrastructure of social media
platforms, particularly personalization algorithms, enables filter bubbles
to emerge. It identifies several possible explanations, namely that platform
owners intend this outcome; that the relevant algorithms contain inherent
biases; and that user actions amplify the effect of these algorithms. While
the true answer cannot be ascertained, the article concludes by outlining
important areas for future research and highlighting the implications of social
media content personalization.

I. Motivation
Content personalization on social media platforms
is widely perceived as a beneficial feature, enabling
each of us to have a unique and individualized
online experience. What is seldom discussed is the
hidden danger this carries: the continuous reinforcement of users’ own viewpoints and beliefs. Without
any exposure to content that chal-lenges existing
viewpoints, it is easy for social media users to obtain
a distorted image of the real world due to the limited
scope of information that they encounter. This
phenomenon, dubbed ‘filter bubbles’, could have a
serious effect on our ability as individuals to form
balanced opinions, and could negatively alter the
way we react to opinions that contradict our own.
What makes these filter bubbles especially dangerous
is our ignorance of their exist-ence. Social media
platforms, in an effort to provide users with the
content most rele-vant for them, conduct this
personalization automatically without informing
users. A concept known as “what you see is all there
is” (Kahneman, 2011, p. 85) describes a cognitive bias
faced by humans whereby we treat the information
available to us as if it were the only information to
exist, thus making judgements and decisions based
solely on that information. When filter bubbles cause
all the content that we see to align with our existing
ideologies, it becomes evident that this cognitive bias
could lead to false illusions of reality.
It is critical that we address the issue of filter bubbles
sooner rather than later. As social media platforms
are increasingly utilized as sources of news and
information, and as data algorithms become more
advanced, it seems inevitable that this problem
will only worsen. If left unchecked, filter bubbles
could propagate misinformation among online
Corresponding Author
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communities, therefore serving as a serious threat
to democracy and contrib-uting further to a global
society that is arguably more polarized and divided
than ever before.
II. Literature Review
This section distinguishes between two distinct
streams of literature; one that focuses on the outcomes
of content personalization, and another that focuses
on the tech-nical design of the algorithms that enable
content personalization. Together, these two streams
comprise the context within which this paper’s
research is situated.
a. Research on consequences
There exists a vast amount of literature concerning
the consequences of social media content
personalization. Cass Sunstein pointed out the
dangers of personalization as early as 2001, years
before the ascent of social media, stating that the
internet could “increase people’s ability to wall
themselves off from topics and opinions that they
would prefer to avoid” (p. 202). In more recent
literature, a recurring conclusion is that social media
content personalization often results in ideological
segregation to some degree.
A study by Dylko et al. (2018) demonstrates that the
customizability technology em-ployed by popular
social media platforms leads to increased selective
exposure to at-titude-consistent content, thereby
causing increased political polarization. Bakshy et
al. (2015), in a study of over 10 million US Facebook
users, discovered that “the risk ratio comparing the
probability of seeing cross-cutting content relative to
ideologically consistent content [on a user’s ‘News
Feed’] is 5% for conservatives and 8% for liber-als”
(p. 1131). The considerable majority of information
that social media users are exposed to, then, is
aligned with their existing beliefs. Additionally,
Knobloch-West-erwick et al. (2015) show that source
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credibility does not influence the impact of po-litical
information on political attitude. This is especially
noteworthy when discussing social media, as users
share not only credible news articles but also opinion
pieces. Flaxman et al. (2013) find that articles shared
on social media are more ideologically segregating
than news consumed directly from news sites, mainly
due to opinion pieces.
A key limitation of this set of research is the difficulty
and potential subjectivity in-volved in measuring
the ideological slant of news sources or pieces of
information. However, this weakness is overcome by
the frequent recurrence of similar conclusions across
the research field.
b. Research on technical elements
There is also an ample amount of literature
concerning the technical elements of con-tent
personalization. Often this research focuses on the
recommender systems of e-commerce sites rather
than social media platforms, but as these systems
are similar in design, the literature is still useful
in this context. Adomavicius and Tuzhilin (2005)
classify recommender systems into three categories:
content-based
recommenders,
which
utilize
users’ past behavior to make recommendations;
collaborative filtering recommenders, which make
recommendations based on the behavior of other
users with similar preferences; and hybrid systems,
which combine these approaches. Col-laborative
filtering is more widespread today, but social media
platforms likely employ hybrid approaches to
personalize content for users.
This personalization is most commonly enabled
by ‘item-item algorithms’, which de-termine the
‘distance’ between items based on “how closely users
who have rated these items agree” (Alaimo and
Kallinikos, 2019, para. 8). This means that items are
grouped together into neighborhoods when the same
users tend to like or dislike them. The algorithm can
then recommend items to users according to other
items in the same neighborhood for which they have
previously demonstrated a preference. In the context
of social media, these items would largely consist
of online content (e.g. articles) shared by users; for
example, if the Facebook users who tend to ‘like’ Fox
News articles shared on their feed also tend to ‘like’
Breitbart News articles shared on their feed, then Fox
News articles and Breitbart News articles might be
grouped into the same neighborhood.
Of course, the act of ‘liking’ is simply one form of
preference data that can be fed into personalization
algorithms. Alaimo and Kallinikos (2019) explain
that explicit data is collected through “actions that
can be straightforwardly linked to preferences”
(para. 7), such as the aforementioned Facebook ‘like’.
Ekstrand et al. (2011) add that pref-erence data can
also be collected implicitly from user behavior, e.g.
by monitoring clicks, time spent on a page, and so
on. Social media platforms presumably collect both
kinds of preference data. However, implicit data
contains more noise, i.e. mean-ingless information,
than explicit data (O’Mahony et al., 2006), which may
limit its accuracy in predicting user preferences.

This set of research is somewhat limited by its
heavy focus on e-commerce, and rela-tive disregard
for social media. While the systems are likely quite
similar in any case, it is surprising that there is
relatively little research on the technical elements of
social media content personalization in particular,
given the massive relevance of social me-dia in the
modern world. Additionally, much of the research is
rather outdated when considering how rapidly these
algorithms are being refined and reworked.
c. The gap
Although these are two rich and plentiful streams
of literature, it seems that there exists somewhat of
a gap between them. There is much discussion on
the outcomes of con-tent personalization, as well
as on the design of personalization algorithms but very little on how exactly the latter leads to the
former. The aim of this paper is therefore to serve as
the bridge between these two fields. This paper will
seek to answer the question: how does the technical
infrastructure of social media platforms en-able the
emergence of filter bubbles?
III. Problem Analysis
The existing literature explored in the previous
section gives us a good baseline from which we
can begin to answer this question. Firstly, it will be
helpful to examine why personalization algorithms
are implemented into the infrastructure of social
media platforms in the first place. It is important
to note that today’s social media monoliths had not
employed any such algorithms in their early days. In
fact, user feeds tended to be sorted chronologically.
What this provided, from a user’s perspective, was
a clear finish line for browsing; users could scroll
through the new content that had been posted since
they were last online, and then stop. However, as
these platforms rapidly became more popular, the
rate at which digital information was being produced
and shared grew exponentially, creating a problem of
information overload (Bozdag, 2013).
Information overload causes stress, confusion, and
cognitive strain (Eppler and Men-gis, 2004), and can
even result in ‘social media fatigue’ (Bright et al.,
2015). Platforms like Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram
needed a way to combat this issue in order to keep
their massive userbases engaged. Personalization
algorithms were a solution that enabled the filtering
of information to present only the content relevant
to each user. This seems logical, and arguably even
necessary, but still begs the question: how and why
do these algorithms ultimately equate ‘relevant’
content to attitude-consistent con-tent?
We identify two possible explanations, both of which
will be explored in the following subsections. The first
is that social media platform owners are incentivized
to inten-tionally program the algorithms in this way.
The second – slightly more complex – explanation
is that although the outcome is unintentional, it is
enabled by inherent biases in the algorithms’ design,
as well as by the actions of users themselves.
a. Intended design?
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One rationalization for the emergence of filter bubbles
is the deliberate programming of personalization
algorithms to predominantly present content that
users are likely to agree with. Research has shown that
disagreement in an online setting leads to negative
emotion and aggression (Masullo Chen and Lu,
2017). It is safe to assume that plat-form owners, i.e.
administrators, wish to avoid inciting these sentiments
among their userbase due to the risk of losing user
engagement. By extension, then, administrators are
incentivized to minimize the level of disagreement
occurring on their platform (Chitra and Musco, 2020).
Cross-cutting content is naturally a major source of
disa-greement and conflict and is thus undesirable
to administrators. Therefore, administrators may
purposefully implement algorithms designed to
present less cross-cutting content and more attitudeconsistent content.
Chitra and Musco (2020), in a study of Twitter
and Reddit, demonstrate that when a network
administrator is able to actively filter social content
in an effort to present users with content that matches
their beliefs, the measure of opinion polarization
across that network increases significantly (i.e. filter
bubbles emerge). This certainly gives some weight to
the explanation discussed here.
b. Or a symptom of other factors?
It is also entirely possible that filter bubbles emerge
inadvertently as a byproduct of other factors. Firstly,
algorithms may not be as objective as we would like
to believe. Gillespie (2014) argues that the functions
performed by personalization algorithms “always
depend on inscribed assumptions about what
matters, and how what matters can be identified”
(p.177). Human biases manifest themselves in the
design of the algorithms that dictate what content
we see and do not see. Social media companies are
careful to declare these algorithms as neutral and
objective, but in reality, this is neither true nor possible
(Gillespie, 2014). Although our description of itemitem al-gorithms in the previous section is relatively
straightforward, this is a gross simplifica-tion of
what is, in practice, an incredibly complex black-box
technology. So complex, in fact, that the engineers
behind them may not even fully understand what
they have evolved into. Paul Haahr, an engineer at
Google involved with ranking algorithms, has openly
stated that Google does not fully comprehend the way
in which its ranking system works (Schwartz, 2016).
A prime example of human biases being unwittingly
ingrained into algorithms is given by Ananny
(2011), who discovered when installing Grindr, a
dating app for gay men, that the Android Market
inexplicably suggested a sex offender locator app
under the ‘related’ applications. It is possible that
the algorithm employed by Android was able to
“identify a subtle association that, though we may not
wish it so, is regularly made in our culture, between
homosexuality and predatory behavior” (Gillespie,
2014, p. 190). Perhaps, then, the emergence of filter
bubbles is simply a reflection on a flawed human way
of thinking that has unknowingly been embedded
into personalization algorithms - that the information
22

we agree with is the most relevant information.
Alternatively, filter bubbles may have more to do
with the choices of users than with the technical
infrastructure of social media platforms. Referring
back to content-based recommenders, we can assume
that personalization is at least partly based on the behavior of users. It is conceivable, then, that users may
indeed initially be presented with a balanced range
of content but choose only to engage with attitudeconsistent content, thus conditioning the algorithm
over time to present more attitude-consistent and
less cross-cutting content. This theory is evidenced
by Munson and Resnick (2010), who attempted to
present more diverse content to challenge-averse
people and found that information consumption
habits were not significantly affected, regardless of
the presentation method. Another study discovered
that while over 95% of Face-book users are exposed to
at least some amount of cross-cutting content in their
feeds, less than 55% of users choose to engage with
(i.e. click on) this content (Bakshy et al., 2015).
While user behavior is plausibly at least partly
to blame, this selective exposure may in fact be
exacerbated by the algorithm’s ranking system. In a
study of search engines, Joachims and Radlinski (2007)
demonstrate a clear negative correlation between
search result rank number and frequency of clicks
(p. 35). Moreover, they use eye-tracking technology
to show that over half of the time, users do not even
look at results below the third rank (p.35). If we
extrapolate this behavior to a social media context, we
can infer that users will tend to ignore cross-cutting
information if it is not displayed near the top of their
feed. So, although personalization algorithms may
indeed be including cross-cutting content, it may be
futile if this content is presented significantly lower in
the feed than attitude-consistent content.
IV. Facebook: a brief case study
Though the details of social media personalization
tend to be kept confidential, Face-book has
occasionally published informative blog posts on
their ‘Newsroom’ or ‘En-gineering’ domains, i.e.
their platforms for communicating with the public.
These will allow us to examine the extent to which
the concepts discussed here are manifesting in reality.
In a blog post titled “Recommending items to more
than a billion people”, Facebook reveals that they
employ a collaborative filtering technique in order to
recommend pages and groups to users (Kabiljo and
Ilic, 2015). A separate post about a ‘News Feed’ revamp
claims to “learn from you and adapt over time”
(Mosseri, 2016, para. 5), indicating that content-based
recommendation is utilized in their content ranking
algorithm. This confirms our prior assumption that
social media platforms adopt hy-brid approaches to
personalization.
In the same post, Facebook asserts their impartiality,
and later states that their “aim is to deliver the
types of stories we’ve gotten feedback that an
individual person most wants to see. We do this
not only because we believe it’s the right thing but
also because it’s good for our business.” (Mosseri,
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2016, para. 10). Interestingly, this lends itself to the
theory that social media companies intentionally
design personalization algorithms in a way such that
ideological segregation is made inevitable.
Facebook also discusses their collection of preference
data. As far as explicit data, they admit that
identifying positive signals (e.g. ‘liking’, joining
a group, etc.) is much more straightforward than
negative signals. Regarding implicit data, they claim
their ap-proach is to “treat the data as a combination
of binary preferences and confidence values”
(Kabiljo and Ilic, 2015, para. 38). In other words, their
algorithm analyzes implicit signals (e.g. time spent
viewing a post, etc.) to estimate the likelihood that a
user will find a given recommendation useful, even
when no explicit preference has been put forth. This
is significant because it verifies that Facebook can
infer more about users than what they are willing
to divulge. That is, even if users make a con-scious
effort to diversify their information consumption,
these algorithms can still es-timate their ideological
leaning based on implicit activities, and subsequently
adjust the type of content they are exposed to in the
future.
V. Conclusions
We have conducted an in-depth exploration of the
way in which the technical infra-structure of social
media platforms (specifically their personalization
algorithms) ena-ble the emergence of filter bubbles.
Several possible explanations were identified, namely
that this outcome is intentional on behalf of platform
owners; that the algo-rithms have unavoidable
inherent biases; and that user decisions amplify the
effect of the algorithms. Of course, the true answer
remains unknown. These algorithms are trade secrets,
and the chances of social media companies revealing
their inner work-ings are slim.
This research has naturally been constrained by
the lack of official documentation regarding these
algorithms, but it has nonetheless shed light on a
largely overlooked phenomenon that affects nearly
everyone. Going forward, there should be more empirical research conducted to determine potential
countermeasures to online filter bubbles. Munson
et al. (2013) developed a browser widget that tracks
a user’s internet history and continually displays
how ideologically balanced their information consumption is. This is a fascinating idea, and there
should be further studies that explore a social-mediaspecific solution, given that people increasingly
consume information in bite-sized amounts (i.e.
tweets, Facebook statuses, news headlines) as they
scroll through their feeds.
It is easy for some to disregard this issue, claiming that
they use social media merely to keep in touch with
friends and that they consume news and information
elsewhere. The reality, though, is that social media
platforms have reworked the fabric of the internet as
a whole. Through social plugins (one-click widgets
on other websites to ‘like’ content through your
Facebook account, share content on your Twitter
profile, etc.), social media and the external web
are “becoming increasingly interconnected with
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each other, as the activities performed in one space
will affect the other, rendering both more open and
relational” (Gerlitz and Helmond, 2013, p. 1354).
The implica-tion here is that no matter where on the
internet one chooses to go, social media platforms are
observing, learning, and personalizing.
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Social media has been used as both a communication tool and a policy
evaluation tool in the public sector. Moreover, it has gradually become
an important source for big data analytics in policymaking. However,
little academic research has focused on the socio-technical problems
that stem from the use of social media as a source for big data analytics
in the public sector. This paper sheds light on such problems by focusing
on several economic development indicators from social media analytics
in the Japanese government. The author analyses three types of challenges
identified in previous literature on big data analytics: (1) governance and
privacy, (2) organisational settings, and (3) quality and bias of the data. The
analysis reveals that the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) has
tackled the problems by (1) collecting data from a study group, (2) involving
academically and/or industrially highly skilled professionals across the
public and the private sectors, and (3) giving explanations for the developed
indicator. This paper concludes with some recommendations for other
governments.

1. Background/Literature Review
Big data has been regarded as the new ‘oil’ in the
private sector (Bhageshpur, 2019). Recently, many
enterprises have started to use social media not only
as a communication tool but also as a data source
for big data analytics in many business fields (He et
al., 2013). In the public sector, however, the potential
of social media as a data source has just started to
be identified. This paper aims to discover sociotechnical problems that arise when the public sector
uses social media as a source of big data analytics in
policymaking.
Social media has been primarily used by the public
sector as a communication tool among citizens.
Here, researchers have focused on its function to
reflect public opinion and contribute to democratic
processes. They have pointed out that social media
does not sufficiently represent citizens due to
the digital divide and increasing amount of fake
information. Nevertheless, it supports the public
sector to collect opinions in real time (Desouza &
Jacob, 2017). Subsequently, social media has been
used as a policy evaluation tool, with which the
public sector can measure the effectiveness of services
quantitatively. For instance, Agostino & Arnaboldi
(2017) propose a way of measuring public service
effectiveness using Twitter data.
However, there is little research on how the public
Corresponding Author
Email Address: idemitsu1101@gmail.com

sector can use social media as a source for big data
analytics. Desouza & Jacob (2017) point out the
potential of social media as a prediction tool in
the policymaking process, but empirical analysis
from a socio-technical perspective is still needed
to reveal the challenges for such use in the public
sector (Vydra & Klievink, 2019). Regarding big data
analysis in general, many researchers have addressed
socio-technical problems in the public sector. Three
types of concerns have been identified in the past
literature. First, privacy and security are critical due
to the need to collaborate across multiple agencies
(Desouza & Jacob, 2017; Höchtl et al., 2016; Pencheva
et al., 2018). Second, organisational setup, including
the lack of capabilities for data analytics, matters in
the implementation (Höchtl et al., 2016; Pencheva et
al., 2018). Third, data quality and bias might cause
problems (Desouza & Jacob, 2017; Höchtl et al.,
2016). These points might cause inappropriate and
inefficient use of big data in the public sector, and
whether these problems are common in social media
use as a source of big data analytics in the public
sector is the theme of this paper.
The author selected economic prediction in the public
sector as an example of social media data analytics,
because economic prediction is an influential
policymaking field directly affecting national
economic policy (Blazquez & Domenech, 2018). Some
research has previously introduced the methodology
from a technological forecasting perspective; for
example, Indaco (2018) indicates that Twitter data
may be used to measure country-level gross domestic
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product (GDP) in a more timely manner compared to
conventional estimations.
In addition, according to some reports from
practitioners, several governments have attempted
to implement social media data analytics as a source
of economic prediction. For example, the Australian
government tries to extract skills and competencies
data from LinkedIn to understand the dynamics of
the labour market (World Bank, 2017). However,
scant academic research analyses these items.
Therefore, this paper addresses the socio-technical
problems in sourcing social media data for big data
analytics, using the example of economic prediction.
The remainder of the paper consists of four sections.
Section 2 introduces the research design, section 3
describes a use case, section 4 analyses the challenges,
and the final section concludes this paper.
2. Research Design
The research question of this paper is: ‘What are
the socio-technical challenges in social media use as
a source of big data analytics in the public sector?’
In order to explore the question, this paper adopts
a case study approach (Flick, 2014) which enables
researchers to empirically investigate the details of
a particular phenomenon (Yin, 2014). The author
selected a case in the Japanese government, because
it was one of the earliest attempts of developing
new economic indicators based on social media data
analysis.
The author collected data from open source
documentation, such as official websites and
government reports, and analysed the three sociotechnical challenges raised in the literature, as
explained previously (Desouza & Jacob, 2017; Höchtl
et al., 2016; Pencheva et al., 2018).
3. Case Description
The Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
(METI) in Japan has developed several economic

indicators by utilising big data since 2014 (METI &
PwC Aarata LLC, 2017). In 2016, METI conducted a
project “to complement, expand, and refine existing
government statistics, and to develop indicators
that are more prompt and accurate than existing
statistics” (METI & PwC Aarata LLC, 2017, p. 7). In
particular, METI commissioned a private securities
company to develop an index of economic situation
as a demonstration project. At the same time, an
expert study group was formed to accompany the
development and utilisation of the indicators.
As a result of the project, METI and the agency
developed a model to estimate the Index of Industrial
Production (IIP) using metrics from Twitter and
blogs. According to the report (METI & PwC Aarata
LLC, 2017), they first selected about 200 keywords
that were considered to be strongly related to the
macro index. For instance, the word “overwork” was
considered to be a keyword because it represents
the increase of production in manufacturing. Then,
they measured the correlation between the frequency
of these words and the statistical index, such as IIP.
Next, they analysed the text in the documents that
contained those words and included only meaningful
tweets (e.g. “I overworked today.”), excluding
unrelated ones (e.g. “I didn’t overwork today.”). The
obtained values were used to create a time series
model in order to compare with IIP (METI & PwC
Aarata LLC, 2017, p. 40).
This analysis included two essential methods: text
mining and sentiment analysis. Text mining is “the
systematic analysis of large-scale text collections”
(Grimmer & Stewart, 2013, p. 268). It usually
employs the bag-of-words model (Zhang et al.,
2010) to categorise words, pre-process the text and
create a document-feature matrix, which represents
the frequency of each word in the whole text. The
second method, sentiment analysis, estimates
people’s sentiment from the text (Pang & Lee,
2008). Sentiment analysis is usually conducted by

Figure 1. Comparison between actual IIP and predicted IIP (data source: METI (2020);
Nomura Security Co., Ltd. (2020))
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extracting the frequency of sentiment keywords (i.e.
using a dictionary of sentiment keywords with the
document-feature matrix made in the text mining).
By combining these two methods, METI predicted
real-time economic situations (see Figure 1).
METI concluded that metrics using Twitter and blogs
were able to estimate the IIP with higher accuracy
than those that did not use them. They emphasised
the advantages, i.e. this estimation could be updated
on a daily basis and could be used as a quick
policy decision and investment indicator. Also, the
accuracy is significantly higher than existing indices,
which could improve the accuracy and speed of IIP
predictions. On the other hand, METI pointed out that
the model using only Twitter data was not accurate
than that using multiple sources including blog data
(METI & PwC Aarata LLC, 2017, p. 51).
4. Analysis
This paper analyses the case concerning the three
challenges known from literature as explained
in section 1: (1) governance and privacy, (2)
organisational settings, and (3) data quality and bias.
First, the privacy issue is critical in social media data
because the data is rarely anonymised. Further, the
authors do not assume that their microblogs are mined
by the public sector, although those microblogs are
open to the public as long as the author does not opt
out (Benedikt & Tew, 2019). Social media companies
explicitly define usage rights for public entities
in order to avoid inappropriate use. For instance,
the Twitter Developer Agreement Policy prohibits
the sharing of content with “Government End
Users, whose primary function or mission includes
conducting surveillance or gathering intelligence”
(Twitter.com, 2020).
METI cleared this point by concluding a contract
with the data collection companies. The companies
formatted the raw data and passed it on to METI,
which required those companies to follow the privacy
rules in the contract. However, METI had to balance
the conflicting goals of securing flexibility of data
analysis, e.g. direct access for data source and data
privacy. The company ‘owning’ the social media data
conducted an analysis of social media indicators in
the project, and denied raw data access due to security
reasons (METI & PwC Aarata LLC, 2017; p. 233). This
inflexibility is one of the limitations of social media
analytics for public entities.
Second, social media analytics, like big data analytics
in general, requires expertise. Academic research
points out the lack of skills and human resources
within the public sector. Therefore, METI partnered
with several companies in the project. In its project
report, METI indicates that the objective of the project
was not only for the government to help making
prompt and accurate economic and policy decisions,
but also for the private sector to make quick and
appropriate management decisions (METI & PwC
Aarata LLC, 2017, p. 7). This second objective enabled
METI to involve private sector companies in order to
gain access to the expertise needed for social media
analysis.

However, the project contract was limited to one year
due to budget constraints. This meant that METI
needed to renew the contract annually. Occasionally,
an indicator is completely dependent on a company’s
technology. Thus, transferring the technology to the
government may create a problem of intellectual
property rights given that the indicator will be
formally published in the following year or later. For
instance, one METI indicator was dependent on a
technique to extract target users from Twitter, which
could only be performed by one special company.
While the indicator was not used in the end, this
problem would have occurred, if it had been applied
as an official indicator.
Finally, quality and bias of data are problematic in
social media analytics as well as in big data analytics
in general. In terms of quality, METI mentioned in
the report that “the model using only social media
cannot be estimated with high accuracy; thus, we
will consider combining multiple models to improve
accuracy” (METI & PwC Aarata LLC, 2017, p. 51).
Also, METI mentioned that there was missing data
due to the error of social media data collection (ibid,
p. 51). Further, as real-time tweets were collected
via application programming interfaces (APIs) from
Twitter, some data could not be verified later. The
public sector needs to overcome this uncertainty by
enhancing resilience of data collection, if they use
social media data as an official statistic.
Moreover, a precise explanation is needed when
the government releases the outcome of social
media analytics. Although social media analysis can
provide strong evidence of economic dynamism,
governments tend to fail to provide in-depth reasons
for policy choices, as some researchers pointed out
in the research of evidence-based policymaking (De
Marchi et al., 2016). Some biases are inevitable even
if the developed indicator seems to represent the
trend of markets, because social media users are
not representative of the full population (Desouza
& Jacob, 2017). For instance, there is a veracity issue
in geolocation data on Twitter, since only ca. 20% of
all tweets are tagged by geolocation data (Benedikt
& Tew, 2019). Therefore, governments need to be
cautious about reliability when they use indicators
derived from social media data analysis.
5. Conclusion
This paper addressed the research gap and sociotechnical problems of social media data mining and
analysing in the public sector. It analysed a case of
METI to show risks and opportunities. There are
three lessons from METI’s case for practitioners.
Firstly, governments need to consider privacy
issues when they collect social media data. One
possible solution is making a privacy contract with
agency companies, as METI did in their project.
METI evaluated alternatives of collecting data by
establishing a study group. As such, governments
will be required to consider possible choices and
select the most appropriate way of data collection
when they use social media data as a data source of
big data analytics.
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Secondly, sharing a common goal with partner
companies and academic institutions is critical to
complement necessary skills and knowledge for
social media analysis. In general, the public sector
has budgetary constraints on hiring highly skilled
professionals, but METI became a platform to develop
economic indicators by raising the common goal
across the private sector. The example indicates the
opportunities for governments to become a platform
of big data analytics as well as social media analytics.
Finally, a clear explanation is necessary to build trust
with citizens and businesses when the government
delivers the project to the public. The developed
indicators are open to the public in METI’s official
website with explanations about the accuracy and
potential biases. Such explanations might be needed,
if other governments release the results of social
media analytics.
This paper concludes with limitations and the future
research direction. First, the project was conducted in
2016 and 2017. Thus, further research is needed based
on the recent development of technologies. Second,
METI’s project was outsourced to several companies.
Hence, there might be different socio-technical
problems in other forms of project management.
Finally, the main source of social media data was
Twitter. However, different social media might have
different characteristics, which could cause distinct
kind of socio-technical problems. Further research is
needed from these points of view in the future.
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Big data is a prevalent topic in today’s news and articles, along with the
opportunities it has created for academic research and business activities.
However, it is difficult to analyse the real impact without an understanding
of how big data has changed the way we generate knowledge. Therefore
this review adopts an epistemological view. It critically engages with the
literature and summarises two dominating themes. First, big data enables
a new way of proposing theories by recognizing patterns purely from data.
Second, the expansiveness of big data empowers large scale predictions
in many areas. This review juxtaposes assumptions both for and against
each argument and concludes that while big data has indeed created new
disciplines and research paradigms, it is not a panacea for all the problems.
Rather, asking the right questions and employing the appropriate methods
are still critical to scientific discovery and value creation. Regarding literature
selection, the author started from several Information Systems and Media and
Communication journal articles and looked at their references for relevant
literature, particularly those with keywords “big data”, “epistemology”,
“theory” and “prediction”. A group of articles are critically selected to give a
comprehensive overview of the topic.

Introduction
The rise of big data has been much heralded in recent
years, in company with technological progress such
as increased computing power and the Internet of
Things (IoT). Big data is not simply a technological
advancement but has revolutionized business
activities, academic research, human relationships
and social interactions - namely every aspect of
society. This critical literature review focuses on the
epistemological discussions of big data. Epistemology,
which originates from the Greek word epistēmē
meaning “knowledge”, is defined as “the study or
a theory of the nature and grounds of knowledge
especially with reference to its limits and validity”
(Merriam-Webster’s dictionary, n.d.). Therefore,
the following review highlights how big data has
changed the way academics and business generate
knowledge as well as the validity of methodology
used for big data analysis.
This article is structured as follows: first, big data is
defined, with reasons why it differs from “small” data
and accounts for a new epistemological change. Then,
two categorizations from the literature are identified
and introduced: one is the changing format of theory
generation, the other is the unprecedented predictive
power big data has created. Within both themes,
views from proponents and detractors are carefully
Corresponding Author
Email Address: yiduowang1234@outlook.com

reviewed and validated with examples from various
disciplines. Finally, this review ends with concluding
remarks and possible areas for improvement and
future research.
Defining Big Data: A Historical Review on
Epistemology Changes
There are different views regarding how big data is
defined. One school looks at big data comprehensively,
identifying the scope and boundaries of big data from
different perspectives. Ekbia et al. (2015) identified
four main perspectives in the existing literature. The
first perspective is product-oriented with a focus
on the attributes of data, such as massiveness in
volume, and data format such as audio or video. This
perspective is adopted by Baesens et al. (2016) who
defined the five “V” s of big data: volume, velocity,
variety, veracity and value. The second perspective
is process-oriented and underscores the novelty of
processes that are required to analyse big data. For
instance, the requisite technological infrastructure,
tools and programming techniques advance with
the emergence of both structured and unstructured
data in various forms, such as text, audio, video and
clickstream. The third perspective is cognition-oriented
and highlights the concern that the human mind is no
longer able to make sense of the large amount of data.
This includes “capacity to search, aggregate, and
cross-reference large data sets” (Boyd and Crawford,
2012, p.665). Finally, the fourth perspective, which
was not explicitly mentioned in previous literature,
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is the social movement perspective. The emphasis
is the socio-technical impact technology (big data)
has on wider society, including economics, politics
and culture. This view sees big data technologies as
developed within a complex ecosystem formed by
technology companies, the open source community,
governments, and universities. For example, Yahoo!
Supported the development of Apache Hadoop, the
widely adopted open source framework in big data
research, and IBM collaborated with universities to set
up Data Science and Business Analytics programmes
(Ekbia et al., 2015).
Other authors focus on the more distinctive feature
of big data and argued that largeness in terms of size
is not the main development (Chandler, 2015; Mills,
2018). Historically, there have been datasets larger
than those currently regarded as big data, such as
census data (Boyd and Crawford, 2012) and diary
studies. One example, reported by Mills (2018), is the
International Time-Use Study of 1965 by Szalai (1972),
with 2,000 interviewees, aged 18-64 from 12 countries.
Big data only renders the manual recording method
obsolete but has no significant change in terms of data
volume or time span. Rather, the distinction is that big
data is not collected by researchers or governments
to test a theory or validate a hypothesis, but is
automatically generated from social media, mobile
technologies, IoT, and on the internet. Therefore, data
analysts seek to gain insights from data that already
exists (Chandler, 2015). Such a view introduces the
first theme of this literature review.
Regarding the changes big data creates, two themes
dominate. One is that the vast amount of data
provides an agnostic and comprehensive source of
evidence, and therefore may change the way theories
are proposed, tested and validated. This shift calls
into question the correlation and causation between
variables, which introduces a second topic regarding
the predictive power of big data. That is, data reveals
insights and predicts future trends even when the
underlying mechanism is not clearly understood.
Of course, both suffer from flaws, and these will be
discussed in greater detail in the rest of this paper.
New Forms of Inquiry: “Data Speaks for Itself”
The vast amount of complex and relational datasets
coupled with data analytics’ techniques have
challenged epistemologies in disciplines across the
sciences, social sciences and humanities (Kitchin,
2014). Instead of collecting appropriate data for
the sake of validating hypotheses and theories,
researchers use data generated automatically from
everyday behaviour. With the same input datasets,
decisions such as which variables to count, which data
to clean and what algorithms and models to employ
lead to different results which sometimes engender
unexpected discoveries (Dhar, 2013; Ekbia et al.,
2015). Consequently, the computer is no longer “a
pure analytic servant” but “an active question asking
machine” (Agarwal and Dhar, 2014, p.444). Kitchin
(2014) described this as a “new forms of empiricism”
(p.1); that is, an epistemological approach for making
sense of the world that is enabled by big data analysis.
Rather than testing a theory by gathering relevant
30

data, insights are acquired “born from the data”
(ibid., p.2).
This shift in research paradigms is seen as a huge
opportunity, or even a complete epistemic change
towards an empiricism in which knowledge
and patterns emerge from data themselves. One
provocative forecast is voiced by Anderson (2008),
stating that the scientific method of “hypothesize,
model, test” is obsolete due to the deluge of data. He
validated his argument by using the example of Craig
Venter, who discovered thousands of previously
unknown species of bacteria and other life-forms by
statistically analysing and comparing large amounts
of gene sequence data detected in the ocean and air,
without knowing much of the new species. Such
views are criticized fiercely by Pigliucci (2009), a
philosopher of science, claiming that Anderson (2008)
does not understand science and scientific methods.
Although finding patterns is part of the scientific
method, science is more about explanations for those
patterns. Therefore, Venter’s finding is just a starting
point to form hypotheses. Without hypotheses to be
tested, the data are just a “useless curiosity” (Pigliucci
2009, p.534). Even in a business scenario, advertisers
are interested in theories of human behaviour
and those theories act as guidance when making
decisions about which data are collected and which
keywords are used to organise the search. Moreover,
Kitchin (2014) and Lazer et al. (2014) argue that the
ability to recognise patterns also stems from previous
scientific discoveries when theories are tested for
validity and veracity. Thus, big data does not come
out of a scientific vacuum but are part of a cumulative
endeavour.
Besides the above debate regarding whether data
is generated free from theory, the efficacy of such
an inductive and empiricist scientific discovery
approach pre-assumes some ideas underpinning its
formulation, which could be fallacious (Kitchin, 2014).
Two assumptions are summarized in the literature.
First, big data seeks to be exhaustive so that full
resolution of the worldwide affairs can be captured
(Steadman, 2013). However, data represents only parts
of the population. For example, Boyd and Crawford
(2012) pointed out that “people” and “Twitter users”
are not synonymous and Twitter does not represent
“all people” (p.669). Similarly, Floridi (2012) argued
that the real epistemological problem with big data
is the “small patterns” generated from pieces of
data (p.436). Given that so much data can now be
generated and processed so quickly and cheaply and
on virtually anything, the pressure is to identify real
value-adding patterns from the immense database.
Such patterns, if found, only represent parts of the
truth and would only be significant if aggregated
properly. The requirement of aggregation and sensemaking introduces the difficulty of integrating
multiple data sources, both due to the constraints of
computational power and the need to spot what has
value in the data noise.
This leads to the second assumption that with big data,
context or domain-specific knowledge is no longer
needed, or is needed very little, in order to interpret
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the data statistically (Anderson, 2008; Steadman,
2013). In order to recognize value from data noise,
Floridi (2012) argues, techniques and technologies
do help but are insufficient. Some data and computer
scientists are active in practicing social science
research are prone to “big data hubris” (Lazer et al.,
2014, p.1203). Kitchin (2014) cites an example when
a group of physicists employed big data analytics
to model social and spatial processes in cities, hence
suggested laws underpinning the process of city
formation. He was critical that such studies often
ignore both century-long social science practice and
the effect of culture, politics and capital. From this
point of view, it seems that the epistemological impact
of big data is not fundamentally different to other
new technologies which have changed measurement
in scientific research (Kitchin 2014). The persistent
problems remain; as Floridi (2012) quoted Plato
(Cratylus, 390c), the crucial problem is “know how to
ask and answer questions”.
Predict from Big data: Casual Relations versus
Statistical Correlations
Data-intensive disciplines and corresponding
techniques can be traced backed to the 18th century
with the development of statistics. There have long
been debates about the difference between correlation
and causal relationships, albeit less intensively,
between the proponents of data-driven science and
those of theory-driven science (Hey et al, 2009, cited
by Ekbia et al. 2015). The same discourse continues to
the big data age, when the deluge of economic and
social transactions online make data much easier to
access and make it easier to discover correlations
among variables. The strain between correlational
analysis and causal testing of hypotheses introduces
the differences in the explanatory versus predictive
power of big data. As has been argued by the
philosopher of science Karl Popper, “prediction is a
key epistemic criterion for assessing how seriously
we should entertain a theory of a new insight: a
good theory makes bold predictions that stand
repeated effects as falsification.” (Popper 1963, cited
by Agarwal and Dhar (2014). Therefore, predictive
power could be one of the strengths of big data.
However, some examples in the literature revealed
different stories. Prediction using large-scale online
data faces inherent difficulties when it goes beyond
describing phenomena and tries to generalize public
behaviour. For instance, Ekbia et al. (2015) reported
the Emotive project where British researchers used
Twitter and other social media data to map the
emotions of the nation. Two thousand tweets were
analysed per second and each tweet was categorised
into eight human emotions (anger, disgust, fear,
happiness, sadness, surprise, shame, and confusion).
The researchers claimed their results could “help
calm civil unrest and identify early threats to
public safety” (BBC, 2013, para. 3). Nevertheless,
Ekbia et al. (2015) questioned the validity of this
prediction in two aspects. Socially, it is unclear to
what extent this ‘threat identification’ is valuable
for law reinforcement and under what context this
will lead to order rather than chaos. Technically, two
assumptions restrict the veracity of the result. First,

human emotions can be reduced meaningfully to
only eight categories, ignoring more subtle ones such
as grief and contentment. Second, within the same
category, emotions are expressed broadly without
a distinction between, for example, happiness in
different situations. Accordingly, these limitations
may erode the credibility of the proposed prediction
system.
More examples seem to support this view and raise
concern over prediction using big data. Lazer et al.
(2014) used the Google Flu Trends (GFT) example
when Google tried to predict the number of doctor
visits for influenza-like illnesses by key-word
searching from 2009 to 2014. Even with improved
models, the prediction is still two times higher than
the actual record from Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) (Lazer et al., 2014). They
analysed the causes for this deviated prediction and
concluded with two reasons, namely “big data hubris”
(Lazer et al., 2014, p.1203) and “algorithm dynamics
(ibid., p.1203)”. The assumption of the former is that
big data are not a supplement to, but substitute for,
traditional data aggregation and evaluation. This
is a common hypothesis seen in big data related
literature (Chandler, 2015; Dhar, 2013) and originates
from the conceit of data and computer scientists who
may practice social science without certain domain
knowledge (Ekbia et al., 2015), as discussed before.
Therefore, the author calls for an “all data revolution”
rather than a “big data revolution” (Lazer et al., 2014,
p.1203) which emphasizes a combination of the
traditional statistical methods with the new big data
methodology. “Algorithm dynamics” (ibid., p.1203)
mean that the algorithms alter in accordance with the
business model of the commercial companies. That is,
during the time span of the GFT project, Google also
changed the data generating process (its algorithm)
to improve customer service. While GFT takes in
the assumption that the search frequency for certain
terms is related to, and can reflect, external events,
search behaviour was co-determined by exogenous
determinants (such as user behaviour) as well as
endogenous mechanisms (such as different algorithm
models). “Algorithm dynamics” (ibid., p.1203) are
also seen in other platforms such as Twitter and
Facebook; since service providers kept re-engineering
the algorithm, it was almost impossible to replicate
the results. This poses an open question on the
duplication ability of such big data research (Lazer
et al., 2014) and contradicts with Kitchin (2014)’s
proposition that the extensiveness of data makes it
easier to test the veracity of theories.
The above two examples show what happens when
the purpose of data-generating and data-analysing
organizations (such as Twitter, Google and Facebook
who emphasise profit and revenue) does not
align with the purpose of what they are predicting
(usually public affairs with the intention to enhance
social welfare). Nevertheless, in business areas,
big data prediction is valuable in terms of revenue
generation and customer retention. Baesens et al.
(2016) introduced several business use cases in their
article, and one example was to use behaviour data to
improve targeted marketing. Fine-grained transaction
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data were analysed to predict which financial
products individual customers were most likely to
buy, and the results were not only of great value but
also had higher quality with bigger data. The above
instances highlight the urgency of selecting big data
methods in the appropriate context. In short, big data
is a powerful tool and can indeed provide insights
in some circumstances, but the predictive power of
big data again depends highly on what questions are
asked and what context is studied.
Concluding Remarks
To conclude, this article recognized two distinctive
features of big data, namely a new way of generating
theories and the power to predict numerically
from models and algorithms. Thus, it is pivotal
to understand the question being asked so that
appropriate data sets can be used to draw conclusions
and insights.
This critical literature review could be further
improved in terms of depth and breadth. It focused
on a contemporary topic, in which most referenced
articles are concentrated in the last decade. As there
have been several shifts in research paradigms, it is
worth putting big data into a historical context and
comparing it with other scientific milestones such as
the big science era after World War II. Also, for each
of the two topics discussed, there are books worth
looking at which would add more perspectives to
the debate. For instance, Raw Data Is an Oxymoron
questions the claims made about the objectivity
of big data, and The Signal and the Noise: Why So
Many Predictions Fail – but Some Don’t would serve
as good complementary reading for the prediction
discourse. For breath, a third topic regarding big data
and qualitative research is mentioned repeatedly
in the literature but not elaborated on in the main
text of this critical literature review due to time and
word limits. Briefly, the massive amount of easily
accessible data has also captured the imagination of
qualitative researchers and several pieces of literature
have mentioned the threats to, and potential of, big
data in qualitative research (Ekbia et al. 2015, Mills
2018, Parks 2014). Interdisciplinary studies, such as
computational social science and digital humanities,
are also being developed due to big data, and would
generate interesting discussion.
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The alignment between business and technology is considered important
to the business. Yet, there is little agreement on how alignment can
be managed in an organisation. There are two streams of opinions:
alignment can be rationally planned and controlled; or alignment is fuzzy,
improvised and cannot be entirely predicted. The differences between
the perspectives result in different recommendations and observations
from research. Literature based on the former perspective usually attempts
to identify good alignment practices. It also emphasises the importance
of good upfront planning. On the other hand, literature based on the
latter perspective typically reflects on how alignment occurs and how to
respond to unintended changes. Furthermore, with the pervasive use of
digital technology in recent years, both streams of literature recognise the
dynamism of technology. The view that alignment is an ongoing process
has become more popular. Thus, it is essential to embed flexibility and
adaptability in an organisation’s strategic planning, structural design and
operation.

1. Introduction

an ongoing process.

The alignment between technology and business
has been researched for over three decades. It is also
reported as a top concern for management and IT
practitioners (Luftman et al., 2017). Then, what is
alignment? Emergent from the search for strategic
business and IT planning and IT-led organisational
transformation techniques in the 1980s, alignment
broadly refers to where an organisation uses
technology appropriately given their situations,
business needs and goals (Coltman et al., 2015;
Luftman, 2000). Various terms have been used to
express alignment, including ‘linkage’ (Henderson
& Venkatraman, 1993), ‘fusion’ (Smaczny, 2001) and
‘bridge’ (Ciborra, 1997). The use of different terms
indicates that there are different perspectives on how
alignment can be pursued.

To view the different perspectives, research papers
were selected mostly from top tier IS journals.
Additionally, only papers with the main topic on
alignment were selected. In order to understand how
the research has evolved, both classical papers and
recent research were included.

This essay reviews how alignment takes place in
an organisation, how it can be managed, and what
the different perspectives on this topic are. The
differences between the perspectives influence
the observations and recommendations from the
research. There are two different streams of opinions:
alignment can be rationally planned and controlled;
or it is fuzzy, improvised and cannot be entirely
predicted. Additionally, as technology develops over
time, especially with the pervasive use of digital
technology in recent years, the first stream can be
further divided based on whether it views IT and
business as distinctly separate or integrated. The
view on alignment itself has also evolved from being
a state or an outcome to being broadly recognised as
Corresponding Author
Email Address: joannapeng@hotmail.com

This paper is structured as follow. First, I discuss
the different perspectives on alignment based
on their underlying assumptions. I then discuss
the connections between different perspectives,
limitations and possible future research.
2. Different Perspectives
Technology Alignment

on

Business

and

2.1 Alignment can be rationally planned and
controlled
The most common underlying assumption in
the alignment literature is that alignment can be
rationally planned and controlled. Recognising it
is a complex organisational issue that management
is highly interested in, many researchers have been
working on providing guidance on how to manage
better and achieve alignment. This research can be
further categorised into two groups based on whether
technology and business are viewed separately or at
different levels.
2.1.1 Business and technology are distinctly
separate
The needs of alignment initially emergent from
acknowledging technology are vital in helping
business perform well, and technology and business
are structurally separate. There is a large variety of
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research available in this category. One of the bestknown models is the Strategic Alignment Model
(SAM) by Henderson and Venkatraman (1993).
According to SAM, there are four domains which
require alignment: business strategy, IT strategy,
business infrastructure and IT infrastructure. All four
domains are cross related, and alignment is required
for strategy, infrastructure and structure. SAM also
recognises the importance of the relationship and
interactions between business and technology and
seeing alignment as making choices at each domain
(Luftman et al., 2017; Peppard & Breu, 2003).
SAM was considered a radical idea at the time
(Coltman et al., 2015). It inspired people to move
away from planning IT investments and operations
in isolation and thinking about their linkage with
business strategy (Coltman et al., 2015). It also
considers alignment not only required at the strategy
level but also at the operation level (Chan & Reich,
2007). However, SAM is a conceptual model with
four static components. Therefore, it does not
provide sufficient insights into how alignments are
achieved (Coltman et al., 2015; Luftman et al., 2017).
This has motivated further research conducted in
this area. One example is Luftman’s series of papers
on alignment enablers, inhibitors and maturity
assessment (Luftman, 1996, 2000; Luftman et al.,
2017). In their most recent Strategic Alignment
Maturity assessment research, Luftman et al. (2017)
view alignment as a series of activities carried out
by IT and business jointly. The authors identify how
activities from six categories: communications, value
analytics, IT governance, partnering, dynamic IT
scope and business and IT skills development, can
impact alignment. A successful alignment requires
business and IT teams to consider all these six
categories together.
It is worthwhile noting that alignment research is not
limited to models and key success factors. There is also
research focusing on how the choice of stakeholders,
their degree of involvement, and methods of
communication and decision making influence
alignment (Karpovsky & Galliers, 2015). Reich and
Benbasat (2000) found that a shared understanding
between business and technology can influence both
long term and short term alignment. Additionally,
IT implementation success, communication between
business and technology executives, and connections
between business and IT planning impact alignment
on a short-term basis. Schlosser et al.’s (2015) research
revealed similar findings – the shared understanding
between business and technology could influence
alignment positively. Their research also found that
informal governance mechanisms, such as crossfunctional events and cooperative activities, are more
powerful in facilitating tactic knowledge sharing and
developing better shared understanding.
2.1.2 Technology is embedded in business.
Despite suggesting IT can enable business, SAM
views IT strategy as a functional level strategy and
implies that business comes first, and technology
needs to fit with business’ needs (Bharadwaj et al.,
2013; Smaczny, 2001). This view has been critiqued
34

for its appropriateness, given the speed and scale of
technology development and usage in recent years
(Bharadwaj et al., 2013). Smaczny (2001) also argues
that one of the key drawbacks of the ‘fit’ view is the
synchronisation required between business and IT
takes time. Consequently, organisations may not be
able to respond to changes rapidly. Additionally,
the ‘IT follows business’ approach could result in
business missing out on business opportunities that
are inspired or enabled by technology (Bharadwaj et
al., 2013; Smaczny, 2001).
Smaczny (2001) proposes the fusion view of business
and technology. In other words, there is only one
strategy that covers both business and technology,
and only one set of operation plans. It is not about
‘aligning’ technology and business, but how to use
technology strategically to enable and support the
generation of business benefits. This view has attracted
more attention in recent years as the use of digital
technology arises. Digital technology is observed
as integrated and pervasive in business (Bharadwaj
et al., 2013). Additionally, it can shape business
by bringing new and different ways to create and
capture business value (Bharadwaj et al., 2013; Hess
et al., 2016; Sebastian et al., 2017). To truly leverage
the power of digital technology, Bhardwaj et al. (2013)
suggest considering business and technology at an
equal level and having a ‘Digital Business Strategy’
that integrates business and IT strategy. The authors
call for a move beyond alignment, and deliberately
think about the differential business values and
competitive advantages that technologies can unlock.
In response to the needs of developing Digital
Business Strategy, some scholars have suggested
conceptual building blocks that management can
follow. Sebastian et al. (2017) recommend that
management focuses on either responding to or
anticipating customers’ needs. In order to achieve the
chosen strategy, the business should have a robust
technology operation infrastructure and a flexible
digital platform that allows them to experiment.
Furthermore, once the strategic focus is chosen,
management should not change it in order to stay
focused. Similarly, Hess et al. (2016) also emphasise
the importance of creating a plan that can navigate
firms through complexity and ambiguity. They
proposed to develop such a plan by putting business’
strategic goals at the centre, assessing possible use of
technology, changes in business model and structure,
and evaluating financial constraints. While both
acknowledge the dynamic and emergent nature of
digital technology and recognise that technology can
drive business changes, they are not fundamentally
different from the core concept of SAM. They both
view strategy as a pre-determined plan that needs to
be set up-front to lead business direction, then makes
adjustments at the infrastructure and operational
levels to support the execution of the strategy.
However, given the high level of dynamism, the
business could find it is challenging to define a rigid
strategic plan upfront (Yeow et al., 2018).
Because technology is continuously evolving and the
business environment is highly dynamic, instead of
focusing on how to achieve an aligned state, some
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research suggests studying the aligning process and
activities (Karpovsky & Galliers, 2015; Peppard et
al., 2014). This school of research views alignment or
fusion of business and technology as an interactive
and ongoing process. It is usually differentiated
from the other types of study by using the term
“strategising” or “aligning”. One of the example
studies is Yeow, Soh and Hansen’s (2018) research
based on the dynamic capabilities theory. Dynamic
capabilities refer to a company’s ability to adjust and
develop its resources and competences according
to the environment in order to stay competitive
(Yeow et al., 2018). Throughout the aligning journey,
tensions are likely to arise from misalignment
between resources and strategy. Organisations can
take rational actions to resolve misalignment and
tension, but these actions can trigger new tensions.
For example, tension could occur when the existing
business and IT resources do not meet the needs of
newly emergent business needs; the aligning actions
that reconfigure resources could resolve this tension
but also create a new and unintended tension as
they enlarge the gap between the enhanced or new
resources and not-yet adapted strategy. The research
highlights the complexity and dynamism of aligning
and suggests a completely aligned state may not be
possible to achieve. Therefore, it is more critical that
enterprises stay adaptive and are able to manage both
planned changes and emergent issues during the
aligning process.
2.1.3 Section Summary
In summary, as a managerial topic, there is a large
amount of literature that builds on the assumption
that alignment can be rationally planned and
controlled. The literature used to be dominated by
the view that business and technology are distinctly
separate, and technology needs to fit with business
needs. In recent years, as the use of technology has
become more pervasive, there is a rise of literature
seeing business and technology as integrated.
Common alignment guidance from both views is
determining a strategic plan first, then adjusting
the infrastructure and operations accordingly to
support the implementation of the plan. However,
guidance from the view that business and technology
are integrated tends to place more emphasis on
dynamism and recommends enterprises to consider
this in their strategies, structures and resource
designs, and operations.
2.2 Alignment is fuzzy and cannot be predicted
An alternative view is the relationships between
technology and business are fuzzy and cannot be
entirely controlled or predicted (Ciborra, 1997).
Researchers who adopt this school of view see
alignment as a dynamic, adaptive, multi-faceted
process with an emphasis on its improvisation and
unpredictability (Benbya & McKelvey, 2006; Chanias
et al., 2019; Vessey & Ward, 2013). Researchers
usually describe it as non-deterministic, non-linear
relationship, and self-organised (Benbya & McKelvey,
2006; Peppard & Breu, 2003; Vessey & Ward, 2013).
Additionally, recognising alignment is a social
process, researchers believe study alignment in

context is essential, as it enriches the understanding
of how and why it occurs (Benbya & McKelvey, 2006;
Ciborra, 1997; Vessey & Ward, 2013). It is worth
mentioning that despite this view has been around
since the 1990s, it is not as prevalent as the first stream
that considers alignment as rationally plannable and
controllable (Peppard et al., 2014).
The fundamental belief that alignment is
unpredictable and improvised has several
implications. One of them is seeing strategy and its
role differently. Instead of seeing strategy as a detailed
plan created by an one-off top-down process upfront,
researchers see it as an ongoing adaptive activity
that evolves from interactions between learning and
doing, between top-down planning and bottom-up
emergent activities (Chanias et al., 2019; Marabelli &
Galliers, 2017; Vessey & Ward, 2013). Chanias et al.’s
(2019) study of a European financial service’s digital
transformation journey is a good reflection of this
view. In the case, management acknowledged they
did not know what they could eventually achieve at
the beginning. Instead of focusing on detailed analysis
and planning upfront, they deliberately used a highlevel strategy to set off the direction and allowed
teams to explore and experiment, then continually
developing and adapting the strategy based on the
learning. Although strategy is still seen as important
and necessary, it plays a much less deterministic role.
Another key reflection derived from seeing alignment
as improvised and unpredictable is the need for
balancing flexibility and control (Benbya & McKelvey,
2006; Chanias et al., 2019; Vessey & Ward, 2013). This
has different implications for different organisational
components and organisation levels. For example, for
business and IS resources allocation, management
should consider the balance between exploitation
and exploration resources in order to explore while
maintaining a degree of stability (Vessey & Ward,
2013). For IS infrastructure, organisations may want
to take advantage of modular IS design to enable a
fast IS infrastructure adaptation (Benbya & McKelvey,
2006). For governance, while business should support
explorations and empower those involved in making
decisions, these activities and decisions should still be
subject to certain formal governance and monitoring
systems, such as steering committees to ensure
appropriate controls can evolve simultaneously and
clear roles and responsibilities remain (Vessey &
Ward, 2013). Because of the characteristics of nonlinear relationships and unpredictability, having a
good degree of flexibility while maintaining control
could help enterprise adapt rapidly when new
challenges and opportunities are observed.
Similar to the other stream of literature, most research
from this stream is conducted at an organisation
level. There is little research focus on the individuals
involved in aligning activities, and how their day-today practices influence the alignment (Karpovsky &
Galliers, 2015). In the limited literature I could locate,
Marabelli and Galliers (2017) studied power and its
influences in strategising. They noted that different
forms of power co-exist and they do not occur in
sequence; instead, they “co-mangle” (Marabelli &
Galliers, 2017, p.359). Hierarchical power is good
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at starting an initiative and can be used to promote
empowering, and performative power is essential
in keeping alignment sustainable. Thus, enterprises
should consider utilising both.
In summary, studies build on the belief that alignment
is a dynamic process with improvisation and
unpredictability believe it cannot be entirely planned
and controlled. Instead of developing a detailed
strategic plan up-front and using it to manage
alignment, it is more important to support business,
technology, and their alignment to evolve over time.
Enterprises need to have both flexibility and control
in order to explore and adapt while remaining stable.
Additionally, Enterprises should consider utilising
different forms of power that co-exist and influence
alignment differently.
3. Conclusion
In this literature review, different perspectives on
business and technology alignment were reviewed.
The different motivations behind the research
influence the focus of the research. The stream of
literature that builds on the assumption that alignment
can be rationally planned and controlled focuses on
identifying good practices, tools, and frameworks
to manage alignment better. On the other hand, the
research that believes alignment is improvised and
cannot be entirely predicted and controlled focuses
on gaining a deeper understanding of how and why
it occurs. Both streams of literature reviewed in this
paper are important to understand and manage
business and technology alignment.
Although developed on different assumptions, there
are similar findings from both streams of researches,
especially in recent years. For example, both streams
of research noted alignment is highly dynamic, and
there is an increased number of researchers who
suggest seeing it as an ongoing process instead of
a one-off event. As a result, enterprises need to be
able to adapt to changes quickly, and their structural
designs also need to support the desires of exploring
and experimenting. Furthermore, research from both
streams considers not only tools and methods, but
also the human actors involved in the process and
their activities’ influences on alignment. For instance,
shared understanding and communication between
business and technology. The biggest critique of the
literature developed on the assumption that alignment
can be planned and controlled is that it oversimplifies
the complex real world, and it is a challenge to
unpack and implement the guidance in reality
(Ciborra, 1997). Luftman (2017) also commented
that one of the limitations of his own research was
lack of consideration of environmental, political
and cognitive factors. Omitting these factors could
result in incomplete guidances. On the other hand,
the literature developed based on the assumption
that alignment is improvised and cannot be entirely
controlled usually considers the alignment context;
however, context vary, and this needs to be taken into
account when applying the reflections.
Moreover, although a variety of research is in place,
there are still areas that could be studied further. Most
alignment research is conducted at the organisation
36

level (Karpovsky & Galliers, 2015). Vessey and
Ward (2013) see alignment as an organisational
activity that requires changes beyond the individual
level. However, there is value in understanding
individuals’ engagement in alignment in detail, as
alignment is unfolded through their day-to-day
practice (Karpovsky & Galliers, 2015; Marabelli &
Galliers, 2017). Additionally, there is limited research
on the industry context. Nonetheless, Mithas, Tafti
and Michell (2013) studied how the extent digital
technology is used in an industry could influence a
firm’s choice on the use of technology. These studies
provide different insights into alignment and would
be interesting to investigate further.
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The academic community has developed a vast interest in analysing
information and communication technology in the public sector. Drawing
on the concepts of functional simplification and closure combined with
Mintzberg’s forms of bureaucracy, this paper aims to investigate how
technology influences processes by which decisions are made in the public
administration. The analysis of the German tax declaration system, known as
Elster, reveals four aspects: Elster allows faster decision making, redistributes
discretionary power, makes the work of public officials more demanding
and analytical, and increases the degree of formalization in the decisionmaking process. These findings indicate how the regulative powers of this
technology are able to structure surrounding social and organisational
systems. This paper concludes with a call to further analyse the role of
normative agreements, such as the one epitomized by the Konsens council,
in the successful deployment of technology.

Introduction

on the ground.

The outbreak of COVID-19 and the resulting
protective measures by authorities worldwide have
forced many organisations to move their operations
online. The media report many different, innovative
approaches on how businesses tap into the potential
of information and communication technology (ICT)
to continuously ensure the provision of services.
Simultaneously, governments across the globe face
similar challenges. The British House of Commons
was headlined for proposing the introduction of a
‘virtual Parliament’ as a solution (BBC News, 2020).
However, while such use of ICT by governments and
public administrations is suddenly trending in news
outlets, technology has already played an essential role
throughout the last few decades. One example is the
German tax declaration system, called Elster, which
has contributed to the digitalisation of the finance
ministry since the 1990s. Yet, news media primarily
cover the changes that impact citizens. Therefore,
reports about Elster’s effect on the operations of
the public administration have been rather scarce.
Nevertheless, considering the continuing permeation
of ICT in all agencies, it remains important to develop
and maintain an understanding of how the public
sector evolves and which implications such initiatives
have. Especially, the goal of automating discretion
has consequences in the delivery of public services.
It creates new levels of accountability in a highly
political context (Homburg, 2008). These levels often
refer to the system designers behind the technology,
who gain influence on how public policy is enacted

Consequently, this paper aims to address this gap and
analyse how the integration of technology into an
organisational system induces changes in operational
and decision-making processes. Building on the case
of Elster, the author draws from multiple theories to
argue that ICT does not simply increase efficiency but
that certain functions are able to shape the context
in which the technology is embedded. The author
structures this paper as follows: After reviewing how
the literature has conceptualised ICT in the public
sector, the paper describes and subsequently adopts a
theory-grounded approach to analyse the case study.
Thereafter, the paper concludes with its findings and
offers future research avenues.
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Literature Review
The academic community evinced an early interest in
researching e-government initiatives. Consequently,
multiple schools of thought have emerged that
analyse the deployment of technology in the
governmental sector. A dominant proportion of the
literature has conceptualised the use of ICT as a means
to further rationalise public sector activities. This
idea is rooted in the New Public Management (NPM)
vision, which has its origins in the private sector
(Gruening, 2001). While Weber’s (1947) bureaucratic
form initially provided organisational efficiency by
enforcing hierarchical structures, division of labour
and formal set of rules, an increasingly complex
environment inhibits it from doing so. As the need
to integrate becomes more prominent, traditional
bureaucracies are incapable of achieving the same
levels of efficiency given this growing uncertainty
(Cordella and Tempini, 2015). Consequently, a new
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way of managing the public sector inspired by market
economics has been postulated. Proponents of NPM
suggest a management culture, which views citizens as
customers, whose individual needs are to be satisfied.
Their goal is to eliminate bureaucratic elements and
use ICT to increase efficiency, effectiveness and
accountability in the public sector (Dunleavy et al.,
2006; Hood, 1991; Self, 2000). However, reforming the
public administration to a market-based organisation
affects its capabilities to provide services that follow
the principles of equality and impartiality (Chapman,
1991).
As a result of this critique, academics have started
to look beyond such economic outcomes. Bovens
and Zouridis (2002) emphasise that the deployment
of technology in the public sector transfers some
discretionary power to the system architects,
therefore requiring additional supervision. Cordella
(2007) analyses ICT for its potential to support the
bureaucratic administration in providing services
in line with democratic values. He highlights that
technology can both support the bureaucratic
ideal of efficiency via rule-based decision making
and facilitate enforcing principles of equality
and impartiality (ibid.). Hence, bureaucratic
organisations can be strengthened rather than
radically transformed. Rather than only improving
the value-for-money ratio, technology can also help
to enhance the democratic process, e.g. by enabling
citizens to be more directly involved in policymaking
(Brewer et al., 2006). Furthermore, technology can
be conceptualised as a carrier of governmental aims.
Not only is the use of technology influenced by preexisting institutional conditions (Fountain, 2001),
but also its design and choice are shaped by public
policies (Cordella and Iannacci, 2010). Therefore,
technological artefacts both are the result of social,
political and institutional negotiations and shape the
enactment process.
Such influential potential of ICT is also captured by
the concepts of functional simplification and closure.
In contrast to the dominant literature, which focuses
on instrumental terms, i.e. how technology helps
to accomplish certain ends, this approach views
technology as a structuring agent that supports
human actions (Kallinikos, 2005). On the one hand,
functional simplification involves the isolation of an
operational domain, within which reality’s complexity
is simplified into a set of causal relationships.
Although these relations can themselves be quite
complex, the initial reduction of the inputs tends to
make the system controllable. By further specifying
how the technology handles the individual elements
of this domain, it helps human actors deal with
reality. The intricacies of the contemporary world are
therefore broken down into piecemeal parts and their
relationships to each other, i.e. the technology creates
structure. On the other hand, functional closure
refers to “the construction of a protective cocoon
that is placed around the selected causal sequences
or processes to safeguard undesired interference and
ensure their recurrent unfolding” (Kallinikos, 2005,
p. 190). Thus, the technological system is black-boxed
and decoupled from other organisational and social
spheres. Social interaction with the technology is

highly limited to those with special skills, training and
roles. Consequently, ICT can be seen as a regulative
power that structures social and organisational
interactions (Bovens and Zouridis, 2002; Kallinikos,
2005; Cordella and Tempini, 2015) as well as shapes
the outcome of legislative processes (Contini and
Mohr, 2014; Cordella and Gualdi, 2019).
As illustrated above, ICT in the public sector has
been conceptualised in various ways. Each approach
offers a slightly distinct perspective complementing
the others. While the focus has been on ICT so
far, its impact on different types of bureaucratic
organisations must also be considered. As Mintzberg
(1983) points out, bureaucracies can be differentiated
based on the nature of the task, the environment
and the prime coordinating mechanism. Machine
bureaucracies rely on the standardisation of work
processes. These organisations execute highly routine
tasks in a stable environment with a high degree
of formalisation. The nature of and the solution
for each task can be fully determined in advance,
therefore automated. On the other hand, professional
bureaucracies tend to standardise skills, whereby
highly trained professionals complete non-routine,
complex tasks. They use human analytical skills
to overcome the uncertainty and ambiguity of the
complex environment. Thus, these jobs cannot be
readily automated.
Drawing on the concepts of functional simplification
and closure combined with Mintzberg’s (1983)
taxonomy, this paper aims to analyse how the
deployment of technology occasions a change in the
processes by which decisions are made in the public
administration. Case study research may, therefore,
be the most appropriate means to understand such
phenomena in their natural setting (Benbasat, et
al., 1987). While this research design generally
allows deeper insights into the political, social and
technological dimensions of e-government initiatives,
this paper concentrates on the affordances of technical
functionalities. The ground needed for the analysis
is provided by the German tax declaration system
Elster. Predominantly, secondary data sources, such
as newspaper articles and online reports, were used,
which were complemented by an interview with
a person who has acted as Elster’s public point of
contact.
Case Study
Elster – an acronym for ‘Elektronische Steuererklärung’
– was conceptualised in 1996 and first introduced to
the public in 2004. It refers to a platform that allows
citizens to submit their tax data online and authorities
to automatically assess and process certain tax
declarations. It is managed by the tax authorities of
Bavaria and is part of Konsens, a nationwide council,
which aims to use ICT to integrate and standardise
tax administration processes across counties (Krebs
and Platzer, 2010). Additional objectives include
increasing both the efficiency in processing tax
declarations and the quality of the collected data.
Elster’s deployment consisted of two phases. The first
phase started in 2004 and required users to download
the software onto their personal computers. In a
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second phase at the end of 2006, Elster was available
to the public as an online portal. Initially, it only
offered the declaration of wage taxes, but more
functionalities were added over the years to further
encompass other tax forms (Krebs and Platzer, 2010).
While it has been mandatory for employers to use
Elster to declare taxes since 2005, private citizens still
have the option to request a paper form. In 2018, over
23 million citizens opted for the paperless alternative
(Elster, 2018).
Prior to digitising the tax declaration process, citizens
would fill in the said paper form and send it to the
tax office (Figure 1). After contractors manually
transcribed the data into the computer, they would
assess each declaration based on completeness. If a
form was incomplete, the citizen had to be contacted
for clarification. To establish whether a submission
was plausible, tax officials used a guide indicating
reasonable ranges for each value and their tacit
knowledge and experience to come to a conclusion.
Based on the decision, they would either further
process the declaration or inquire additional proof
(Anonymous, 2020).
Elster has changed this procedure (Figure 2). One
consequence includes that the responsibility for the
manual data entry has been pushed from contractors
to citizens. To submit their tax declaration, citizens
can now access the platform via the Internet and fill
in the digitised form. The submission process can
only be completed if all mandatory fields contain
values, and the initial logic checks are passed. The
declarations of citizens, who choose the traditional
way, are still transcribed into the computer and then
uploaded into Elster’s database. Subsequently, the
submitted declarations are first assessed by Elster’s
risk management software (RMS) (Link and van

Dorp, 2011).
While the exact specifications of this software are
confidential, its basic cornerstones are publicly
available. It compares a citizen’s new tax declarations
with the existing database to detect any irregular
developments (Hoyer, 2018). Further, the RMS uses
statistical methods like the chi-squared test to analyse
the number of occurrences of single digits (Olfen,
2017). The underlying idea is that every person has
an unconscious preference for specific digits. Thus, if
a digit appears more often or less often, the software
identifies and flags these systematic deviations. The
software uses these and other methods to categorise
citizens into three classes (Kloth, 2010). Each class
indicates a certain risk of possible tax evasion. Class 1
contains high-risk cases, which have annual earnings
exceeding €500,000 or wide scope of design for
declaring taxes due to the complex legal framework.
For example, wealthy individuals, who have access
to tax experts, may be able to circumvent certain
regulations. These cases are completely analysed by
a tax official. Class 2 encompasses medium risk cases.
If the RMS detects a suspicious family of values,
the tax official has to assess these particular fields.
Lastly, class 3 comprises low-risk cases, which are
automatically processed by the system without
any human intervention. Nevertheless, 2% of all
declarations are evaluated manually. Furthermore, the
RMS records all processing steps, thereby ensuring
transparency in its operation. These measures are
important to prevent fundamental errors, such as the
one that occurred in 2012. It was detected that the
RMS classified any work-related deductions as lowrisk cases, thereby de facto waving them through the
system (Kleinz, 2018). Consequently, new evaluation
criteria had to be designed and incorporated into

Figure 1: Traditional process

Figure 2: New process
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the system. More generally, regular adaptations of
the software are also required when the government
changes the tax law.
Analysis
The introduction of Elster demonstrates the effort
of the tax authorities to rationalise their operations.
Hereby, the Konsens council provides the normative
agreement that the overarching goal of all its
initiatives is the standardisation in the financial
administration across German states. Consequently,
Elster is regarded as a contribution to this goal, as
it sets the default methods for the entry, processing
and storage of tax data. This not only facilitates the
integration of databases across German states but
also creates less room for human variance. On the
side of the citizen, Elster uses coded plausibility
mechanisms to ensure that the online form is filled
in completely with correct values. This minimises
the need for tax officials to reach out to citizens for
clarification, thus saving time in the overall process
and ensuring higher quality of data. To take full
advantage of this improved efficiency, the government
widely encourages the public to use the paperless
alternative. On the side of the tax authorities, Elster’s
RMS assesses each declaration uniformly, therefore
preventing tax officials from relying purely on their
tacit knowledge.
Using Bovens and Zouridis’ (2002) terminology,
this technical control function further indicates a
transformation from a street-level into a systemlevel bureaucracy. While previously, tax officials ‘on
the streets’ had the full authority of processing tax
declarations and enacted public policy through their
decision-making, class 3 cases are now automatically
handled by the RMS. As cases from class 1 and 2 still
require human ratification, the full transformation to
the system level is not yet complete. Nevertheless,
this case shows how some discretionary power has
shifted from the street bureaucrats to the system
designer, who determines the specificities of the
statistical algorithm analysing each tax declaration.
As a result, a new layer in the bureaucratic process
has been introduced.
As these multiple layers are associated with different
tasks, they can be better analysed with Mintzberg’s
(1983) taxonomy. Elster and its RMS exemplify a
system aimed at the automation of routine tasks.
Each declaration is evaluated and then assigned to
a risk category. As this evaluation is primarily based
on a logical, rule-based process, Elster can be used to
streamline the execution of this machine bureaucracy
task. A similar task involves the final processing of
cases from all classes, which does not require any
advanced analytical capabilities. It includes tasks
such as the upload of the data into the database or
the initiation of a possible reimbursement payment.
Hence, this is a simple process that is automated
as well. Consequently, tax officials can concentrate
their efforts on cases from class 1 and 2. Given their
complexity, these cases exhibit legal intricacies that
are not written in the code. Therefore, their evaluation
cannot be automated by software but require more indepth analysis and human judgment. Thus, the RMS

of Elster allows tax officials to focus on professional
bureaucratic tasks.
Functional Simplification and Closure
Previous notions of how technology can increase
efficiency, distribute discretionary power and
automate routine tasks can be complemented by the
concepts of functional simplification and closure.
These theoretical ideas – rather than referring to the
technical artefact itself – describe the relationship
with the surroundings, in which the technology
operates. Hence, the focus is on the character of the
very operations that define the service in its context
(Kallinikos, 2009). Reviewing the whole process, a tax
declaration is created by a citizen, assessed in terms of
its risks by the RMS, either analysed by a tax official
or directly processed.
Compared to the procedure prior to Elster’s
introduction, the risk assessment function has been
isolated from the analogue routines. Before, public
officials used their tacit knowledge to interpret the
rules and guidelines. Based on their understanding,
they determined the class of each tax declaration
and therefore, the detail of analysis required before a
decision is made. The execution of this task has now
been made more formal and explicit, i.e. functionally
simplified. By disaggregating human judgment into
several statistical and logical operations, reality’s
complexity is reduced to a set of causal relationships
that are standardised into sequenced scripts. For
example, after analysing whether the annual earnings
exceed the threshold of €500,000, the software
compares the current values with previous years’
values. If the percentage difference is abnormal
compared to a given average delta, the software
assigns the tax declaration to a higher risk class.
Equally, the software allocates cases based on the
results of the chi-squared test at a significance level of
0.05 or lower. All of these mathematical relationships
and thresholds specify how the technology handles
the individual elements of a tax declaration, thereby
rendering this specific function automatable. Since
the inputs and the causal connections within the
operational domain are stylised, the system remains
controllable to a large degree. However, as Hanseth
and Ciborra (2007, p.56) point out, a consequence of
this simplification is that the technology manages
unexpected matters by excluding them. This also
applies to the case of Elster. Its RMS relying on a finite
set of statistics and pre-set conditions are not able to
cope with every tax declaration. Especially cases from
class 1 may take advantage of grey areas of the tax
law, which are not encoded into the software. This
ambiguity cannot be readily simplified into specific
causal relationships, thus automated. Therefore, the
system directs these particular cases to the tax official
for additional assessment.
Synchronously with functional simplification, these
software processes are decoupled from the broader
organisational surroundings, i.e. functionally closed.
The execution of the software scripts is completed
without any undesired interference. The closure is
achieved by highly regulating the interfaces with the
system. Social contact is restricted to those individuals,
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who are appointed certain roles and possess the
required computational and mathematical skills (Link
and van Dorp, 2011). Further, the Elster software
enforces information requirements, which determine
the inputs that are allowed by the system. As a
consequence of this “protective cocoon” (Kallinikos,
2005, p. 190), the outcome of the software process is
consistent and replicable over time. Nevertheless, a
system that is functionally closed can still be changed.
Elster’s software is regularly adjusted to comply with
current legislation. Moreover, the practice of manually
cross-checking 2% of all declarations and recording
each step of the process reveals erroneous outcomes,
such as the one in 2012. As a result, the blackbox of the
software is opened, and the corresponding simplified
relationships corrected.
Thus, the concepts of functional simplification
and closure illustrate how technology facilitates
automation by structuring reality’s complexity.
As machine bureaucratic processes are already
highly formalised, their structuration, and therefore
automation, occurs more readily.
Therefore, the deployment of technology goes beyond
what proponents of NPM postulate. Elster exemplifies
that it does not simply embody a neutral means to
complete existing operations more efficiently. Rather,
it offers new ways of enframing and arranging predetermined logical steps of actions, which constitute
organisational procedures (Cordella and Contini,
2017). This means that the underlying character
and composition of the operations of tax officials
have changed through the mediation of technology,
therefore influencing how organisational practices
are executed.
Conclusion
The aim of this paper is to analyse how the
deployment of technology occasions a change in the
decision-making processes in the public sector, using
the case of the German tax declaration system. As
the foregoing theory-driven analysis indicates, there
are noteworthy differences to the operations prior
to Elster’s introduction on various levels. Generally,
four aspects of how a decision is reached can be
highlighted.
First, Elster allows to take a decision faster. As the
plausibility mechanisms ensure that citizens fill in
the online form completely and appropriately, the
quality of the submissions is increased, and the time
spent on clarifying missing information is minimised.
Therefore, more data is timely available, on which
tax officials can base their decision. Moreover, Elster
redistributes discretionary power. Building on
Bovens and Zouridis’ (2002) findings, programmers
and system designers are now assigned a proportion
of the authority over the tax assessment process.
They design the technology that takes over some
responsibilities previously assumed by tax officials.
Consequently, this new division of decision-making
power requires additional checks and balances,
such as the random cross-checking of 2% of all
declarations and the recording of each processing
step. These measures allow the finance ministry to
assess how computer scientists transform policies
42

and tax legislature into code. Third, Elster makes
the decision-making process of tax officials more
analytical and demanding. Using Mintzberg’s (1983)
types of bureaucracy as a lens, tasks with different
characteristics become more visible and, thus, can
be separated. Routine work processes that are highly
formalised can be differentiated from complex,
ambiguous tasks which require analytical skills.
As the simple processes are automated by Elster’s
system, tax officials are to deal with more intricate
procedures. These require the broader knowledge
and more advanced skill sets. Finally, Elster increases
the degree of formalisation in the tax assessment
process. As the technology simplifies a system with
legal, cultural and organisational components into
a set of statistical relationships and thresholds, the
decision-making process becomes more explicit, and
less interpretation of rules is needed. The further
closure of the technical system fends off interference
from the surrounding environment and ensures
consistent execution of the operation. As a result, a
more homogeneous assessment is achieved, which
simultaneously enforces the principles of equality
and impartiality in the delivery of public services to
a larger extent.
Therefore, Elster can be seen as a good e-government
initiative which is designed as a support for
professional bureaucracies and which strengthens
democratic values. Hereby, the Konsens council plays
a major role as it provides the overarching normative
agreement. It thus aligns the legislature and the
different agencies with paving the way for Elster’s
deployment.
However, these research findings have to be seen in
light of some limitations. First, the data collection
method provides only limited insights into the
workings of the public administration. As mostly
secondary data sources were used, such as news
articles and online reports, their narratives may
be biased towards their targeted readership. To
overcome this limitation, an interview with a contact
person for Elster was conducted to reveal a more
detailed account of the operations of tax officials.
Additional interviews could not be conducted due
to the emergent COVID-19 situation. Consequently,
aspects like the involvement of tax officials in the
design of the software, the prevalent social system
in the office or the influence of Konsens could not
be clarified. Therefore, future studies could provide
deeper insights into the role of such normative
agreements in the implementation of technology in
public organisations. As the research question focuses
on procedural changes, the notions of functional
simplification and closure combined with the idea of
different bureaucratic forms provided a suitable lens
through which to analyse the impacts of Elster on an
operational level. However, other aspects, such as
the perceptions, opinions and interests of individual
public officials, are not addressed. A further avenue
of research could shed light on how agents actually
enact Elster’s technology, therefore influencing
policy-making on the streets.
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Information Systems and Innovation within the Department of Management
Within LSE’s Department of Management, we form the leading European university-based research
cluster focusing on Information Systems and Innovation, and are recognised widely as amongst the
top ten such clusters in the world. We have 12 full-time academics and benefit from the contributions
of Visiting Professors, all of whom are scholars of international repute and leaders in the field, from
Visiting Fellows who are experts in their respective fields, and from project researchers and our PhD
students. Faculty are active in the International Federation of Information Processing (IFIP), the
Association for Information Systems (AIS), the UK Academy for Information Systems (UKAIS), the
British Computer Society (BCS), and other national and international organizations including United
Nations and European Union bodies. They are Editors-in-Chief of major journals including JIT, ITP)
and variously serve as Senior and Associate Editors on most high quality refereed journals in the IS
field (e.g. MISQ, MISQE, ISR, EJIS, ISJ plus over 20 others).
Teaching in Information Systems has been rated as excellent by the UK’s Quality Assurance Agency
and its research is recognized as internationally excellent by the Higher Education Funding Council
for England. Awards and recognition are extensive and include Frank Land’s Leo award of the AIS
for Lifetime Exceptional Achievement, Ciborra’s AIS Distinguished Member award, and Willcocks’s
Price Waterhouse Coopers/Corbett Associates World Outsourcing Achievement award for academic
contribution to this field.
The Department of Management runs several high profile Information Systems seminar programmes.
These include the annual Social Study of ICTs seminar run over two days in March which attracts
over 200 international participants and has a related two day research workshop.
Information Systems faculty are actively involved in the delivery of two degree programmes offered
within the Department of Management – a one-year MSc in Management, Information Systems
and Digital Innovation of (MISDI) and a PhD in Information Systems. In addition they provide
Information Systems knowledge within the core management BSc and MSc courses within the
department. These Faculty’s research, teaching and dissemination strategies are closely interlinked
and their distinctive focus on the social study of Information Communication Technologies (ICTs)
and Innovation underlies a concern for policy and practice issues in six major fields (see figure). The
MSc in Management, Information Systems and Digital Innovation (MISDI) draws on all items.

LSE Information Systems Alumni Group (LISA)
LISA is the Information Systems and Innovation Group’s official alumni group. It is dedicated to
establishing, maintaining and forging new relationships between alumni, industry and the Group. It
is open to any alumni of the Group’s programmes (ADMIS, ISOR, MISI, MISDI, PhD) and is supported
by staff within the Group. LISA has over 1000 members globally and is expanding through its regular
activities. LISA regularly organises events for alumni and current students and provides opportunities
to network, socialise and learn. This year’s LISA conference highlighted relevant developments in
FinTech. The four speakers, Julia Doukaki, Oleh Stupak, Joyce Li and Gabriel Karageorgiou, all
of which are experts in their individual fields, were highly requested and tested by the audience.
Experiences and ideas were shared and captured by the two MISIDI students Christian Poeschl and
Maximilian Goehmann acting as moderators. By scanning the QR code, you can watch the recording
of the live stream on Facebook.
To know more about latest events organised by LISA and connect with LISA members all across the
globe join us on Facebook and LinkedIn:
- LISA on Facebook – https://www.facebook.com/groups/LSE.IS.Alumni/
- LISA on LinkedIn – https://www.linkedin.com/company/lse-information-systems-alumni-lisa-/
If you wish to contribute or participate in our activities, kindly get in touch with the
LISA representative Heemanshu Jain (MSc 2008-09) via heemanshu@alumni.lse.ac.uk
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